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Abstract

This dissertation thesis presents models and experiments of binaural interactions in human hearing. The rate-code models of medial and lateral superior olives (MSO and LSO) are presented. The models are inspired by recent neurophysiological findings and published in Bouse et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 2019. A feature of these models is that they contain central stages of interaural time difference and interaural level difference (ITD and ILD) processing. These stages give subjective lateralization expressed in absolute numbers. The predictions made by both MSO and LSO models are compared with subjective data on the lateralization of pure tones and narrow band noises, discrimination of the ITD and ILD, and discrimination of the phase warp. The lateralization and discrimination experiments show good agreement with the subjective data.

The published models are further improved in this thesis to reduce computational demands. The improved model predictions are compared with both subjective experiments and former models data from the same test pool. Additionally, lateralization pure tone experiment on ITD versus IPD (interaural phase difference) was added to the test pool. Both versions of the models show good agreement with lateralization and discrimination subjective data. In some cases, new models show better performance than the old ones.

The experiments of binaural interactions shown in this thesis are lateralization of 1-ERB (equivalent rectangular bandwidth) wide narrow band noises with IPD or ILD, and audible quality assessment of DHRTF (differential head related transfer functions) artifact reduction methods, presented in Bouse et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am 2019, and Storek et al., J. Audio Eng. Soc. 2016.
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Abstrakt


Publikované modely jsou v této práci dále vylepšeny s cílem snížit výpočetní nároky modelů. Predikce vylepšených modelů jsou porovnány se subjektivními daty a predikcemi původních modelů na stejných testovacích datech. Dodatečně je ještě přidán experiment s čistými tóny s ITD versus IPD (interaurální fázová diference). Obě verze modelů ukazují dobrou shodu s lateralizačními i diskriminačními subjektivními daty. V některých případech vykazují nové modely lepší výsledky než modely původní.
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Part I

Introduction
INTRODUCTION

The German philosopher Immanuel Kant once wrote (Louden and Kuehn, 2006): "Blindness separates us from things but deafness from people," emphasizing hearing as a primary social sense of human beings. However, beforehand humans learn how to speak; they have to survive in nature full of predators. Of course, other skills helped humans develop into the state we now know, but without one sense that does not sleep (Campbell and Bartoli, 1986), it might be more difficult. Especially, when this sense, as in the case of all mammals, helps to locate predator in space while not seeing him (Grothe et al., 2010). The sense of hearing, more specifically hearing with both ears, i.e., a binaural hearing had a significant role in every normal hearing person (Blauert, 1997). Sometimes it could even save the lives of many in situations, like hearing the horn from the lane on the highway to warn us that there is approaching car before we turn. We will most probably cause an accident if we do the turn. The knowledge of how we can hear spatially not only reveals us more about our self’s as human beings. It also helps design better hearing aids for the ones with hearing problems (Laback and Majdak, 2008); to design better sound warning systems in cars (Lundqvist and Eriksson, 2019); to help game developers design more immersive games with excellent spatial sound (Larsen et al., 2013), sound engineers to provide more natural sound image in cinema (Bilinski et al., 2014) and many other applications.

Mathematical models showed great utility in explaining some attributes of the human spatial hearing and lead to more sophisticated physiological research (Blauert, 1997, 2013). Most of the up-to-date models can hardly be divided into two groups. The first is based on von Békésy (1930) assumption that we have two nuclei, both innervated from opposite ears. Based on the time and intensity differences of sound in both ears, they excite one nucleus more than the other. The central processor (brain) calculates the differences in excitation into the sound spatial map. This theory can be found in the literature under different names such as opponent coding, rate-coding, or count-comparison (Colburn, 1977; Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009; Takanen et al., 2014; Encke and Hemmert, 2018; Magezi and Krumbholz, 2010). The latter theory proposed by Jeffress (1948) assumes that both ears are connected to neuron populations with different time delays. This structure mathematically supplies the correlation operation, i.e., the spatial
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sound space is decoded by the position of the neuron with the time delay closest to the actual time delay between ears. This neuron fires up the most and gives the central processor a hint from where the sound origins. This theory is most of the time called in the literature as a delay line or correlation model (Stern and Colburn, 1978; Moore, 2003). The models from the Jeffress family are the most developed in the mean of modeling psychoacoustical data on humans. Although the Jeffress delay models are mathematically pleasant and physiologically found in bird brains, evidence in advantage to the rate-coding aroused during research on mammals and even on humans (Grothe, 2003; McAlpine and Grothe, 2003; Thompson et al., 2006; Salminen et al., 2010).

The caveat of the state of the art rate–code models, is that while they successively simulate the physiological truth, they lack the direct measure to compare their outputs with psychoacoustical data of humans as Jeffress family of models do (Dietz et al., 2008; Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009; Encke and Hemmert, 2018).

Another part of the modeling problem is a pool of the executed psychoacoustical experiments. While we have covered binaural interaction situations to a large extent (Blauert, 1997), we still have some which we are missing. For example, in virtual acoustic positioning systems, the quality of the positioning is evaluated most of the time, but not the quality of the overall audible impression. Another not covered topic is narrow band noises, which have the bandwidth equal to one auditory band. Naturally, they should have the same behavior as the pure tone with a frequency centered on the same band, but do they? Therefore, another topic of this thesis is to answer those questions or, at least, provide subjective data for other researchers.

Aims of the Doctoral thesis

The doctoral thesis’s aim can be divided into two subjects, which are derived inevitably from the broad topic of the thesis.

The first subject (Part II and Part III) aims to further reduce the gap in the binaural modeling between neurophysiology and psychoacoustics, by introducing functional rate-code binaural models of medial superior olive (MSO) and lateral superior olive (LSO) which will meet three main criteria:

1. they will be based on current neurophysiological findings,

2. their output will give a quantitative representation of subjective lateralization based on interaural time difference (ITD) or interaural level difference (ILD) at a corresponding frequency,
3. they will have low structural complexity and low computational complexity for low power applications.

State-of-the-art binaural models withhold those conditions with limited success. Further discussion regarding the models' motivation and comparison against the criteria can be found in Chapter 3.3.

The second - the experimental subject aims to introduce new subjective data regarding both lateralization and subjective perception of virtually simulated acoustic space (Part IV).

State of the art

Due to the broad topic of the thesis, it is hard to concentrate the state of the art in a single section. In the Introduction part, we introduced two sections, which hold these topics. Regarding the experiments, it is a section named Psychoacoustics of binaural hearing. Regarding the binaural modeling, it is then the section Modeling of binaural hearing with an emphasis on the subsection Open topics of binaural modeling.

Structure of the Doctoral thesis

This doctoral thesis is divided into five parts as follows:

I. Introduction: The first part provides a reader a brief summary of the physiology and psychoacoustics of the binaural hearing. In the last chapter of this part, state-of-the-art binaural models are presented, and open topics of binaural modeling are stated.

II. Designed Binaural models: The second part is focused on description and verification of novel designed models of lateral and medial superior olives, as was published in Bouse et al. (2019).

III. Designed Binaural models - modifications: The third part focuses on the modification of the models from Part II, to further improve their ability to maintain Criterion 3 of this thesis aims. The modified models are thoroughly compared with the originals.

IV. Psychoacoustical experiments: The fourth part describes the psychoacoustic experiments designed and organized by the author of this thesis. In the first chapter of this part, lateralization experiment with narrow band noises with IPD or ILD is presented. This experiment was part of the authors’ publication Bouse et al. (2019). In the second chapter
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of this part, the experiment about subjective evaluation of DHRTF artifacts is presented. This experiment was part of Storek et al. (2016) article, and this thesis author contribution was design, execution, and evaluation of the experiment.

V. Conclusions: The last part summarizes the results and relates them to the aims set in the introduction.

There are separate, detailed discussions within Part II, Part III, and Part IV.
Chapter 1

PHYSIOLOGY OF BINAURAL HEARING

In the present thesis, the models of the human auditory pathway from the periphery to medial and lateral superior olives are presented. The inspiration for their design comes from neurophysiological and psychoacoustical data from the literature. Henceforth, the nuclei and pathways relevant to the binaural processing are briefly reviewed in the following chapter (Figure 1.1).

1.1 Outer ear

The outer ear is the first frontier of an auditory system. It consists of two parts: the pinna and ear canal. The sound is transported through the pinna and ear canal as an acoustic wave towards the middle ear’s tympanic membrane.

From a mechanistic point of view, pinna serves as a wind protector, but its more important

Figure 1.1: Illustration of human binaural hearing pathway. Edited from Kumar (2020).
property is the spectral filtering of the sound according to the direction of incidence (Blauert, 1997). In a horizontal plane, it sufficiently helps us to distinguish between front and back incidence. In a vertical plane, thanks to spectral unique attenuation patterns as a function of elevation, it provides meaningful cues to encode the elevation (Blauert, 1997).

The ear canal is approximately 20 mm long, an s-shaped tube opened at a lateral end, and medially terminated by a tympanic membrane at the other end (Silbernagl and Despopoulos, 2009). Its first third is made of cartilage, lined with skin containing glands, which produce cerumen (earwax). Tiny hairs and cerumen effectively add protection of the tympanic membrane from insects and small foreign particles (Silbernagl and Despopoulos, 2009). The other two-thirds are embedded in the temporal bone. Although protection function has its indisputable role, for a perception of sound, the ear canal, more importantly, acts as an acoustical resonator tuned approximately to 3–4 kHz (Wiener and Ross, 1946), i.e., it effectively amplifies salient frequencies of human speech. The sound level at the resonant frequency is increased by almost over 15 dB (Wiener and Ross, 1946).

1.2 Middle ear

The acoustic wave travels through the outer ear; in the end, it lands on a tympanic membrane, where it is transformed into mechanical vibration of the middle ear’s bones.

The tympanic membrane is in a diameter of approximately 10 mm, and it is formed of three thin layers of tissue very sensitive to acoustic vibrations (Blauert, 1997). It medially terminates the middle ear cavity and assists in the protection of the delicate structures inside. The middle ear cavity is located in the temporal bone connected to the Eustachian tube. The Eustachian tube is usually closed but opens while chewing or swallowing. When opened, the air pressure between the outer and middle ear is equalized through the oral cavity (Silbernagl and Despopoulos, 2009).

The vibrations from the tympanic membrane are transferred to the oval window by the ossicular chain consisting of the middle ear’s little bones, malleus, incus, and stapes (hammer, anvil, and stirrup). The malleus is attached directly to the tympanic membrane, the stapes inserts into the oval window. The incus is located in between the malleus and stapes. The whole middle ear amplifies the acoustic signal with a gain of about 1:18, 1:3 of gain is due to lever arm factor of the ossicular chain. However, its majority is due to the significant area difference between the tympanic membrane and the oval window (Silbernagl and Despopoulos, 2009). Such a substantial gain effectively works as the acoustical impedance matching device between the relatively small acoustical impedance of the air and the large impedance of the fluid inside the cochlea.
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The middle ear protects the peripheral system against excessive stimulation by the auditory reflex. The protection works on a principle of decreasing efficiency of the ossicular chain by contracting small muscles attached to the *malleus* (*musculus tensor tympani*) and the *stapes* (*musculus stapedius*).

### 1.3 Inner ear

The inner ear consists of the vestibular system and cochlea. The cochlea is a tube similar in shape to a snail shell with two and a half turns in humans (Alberti, 2001). It is easier to think about the cochlea, imagining it as a straightened out tube, closed at the apex, and opened at the base with the round and oval windows and with a connection to the vestibular system (Alberti, 2001). The *stapes* transfer the mechanical vibration from the middle ear to the oval window. The vibration of the oval window is then transformed into the movement of the fluid inside the cochlea (Silbernagl and Despopoulos, 2009). This fluid is generally incompressible; therefore, there is a need for a counterbalance in the labyrinth to allow the movement of the fluid (Alberti, 2001). The counterbalance is provided by an elastic membrane of a round window, which moves in an opposite phase than the base of *stapes* in the oval window (Alberti, 2001). The cochlear labyrinth is divided into three longitudinal sections: *scala vestibuli*, *scala media*, and *scala tympani* (Silbernagl and Despopoulos, 2009). Oval window vibrations are transferred through *scala vestibuli* to the cochlear apex, where they enter *scala tympani* and pass to the round window. The perilymph fills the sections. In-between them, *scala media* is located separated from *scala vestibuli* by the Reisner’s membrane and from *scala tympani* by the basilar membrane. Scala media is filled by endolymph.

The basilar membrane is composed of a significant number of taut, radially parallel fibers sealed between a gelatinous material of frail shear strength. These fibers are resonant at different frequencies as a function of distance from the oval window, i.e., at the apical end at low frequencies, at the basal end at high frequencies (Alberti, 2001). This tuning is called cochlear frequency selectivity. Four rows of hair cells lie on top of the basilar membrane, together with supporting cells. A single inner row, closest to the auditory nerve is composed of inner hair cells (IHCs), primary auditory sensors. The three outer rows, composed of outer hair cells (OHCs), receive mainly afferent nerve supplies and are considered active amplifiers of the traveling wave (Alberti, 2001). The whole structure of the hair cells is known as a tunnel of Corti (Silbernagl and Despopoulos, 2009). Any displacement of the cochlear fluid results in a motion of the tunnel of Corti and, consequently, a lateral displacement of the IHCs, bending of IHCs’ cilia, followed by a neural discharge into the central auditory nervous system (Alberti, 2001).
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From the functional point of view, this frequency to place distribution of sound across the cochlear body can be in a simplified manner translated into a bank of filters distributed across the hearing range. Moore and Glasberg (1983) used a notched noise method to determine the properties of these filters. The pure tone detection threshold was measured as a function of the width of notched noise, which was imposed around pure tone frequency. This measurement resulted in the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB), which estimates the filter width relative to its central frequency:

\[ \text{ERB}(f_c) = 24.7 + 0.108f_c, \]  

where \( f_c \) corresponds to the central frequency (CF) of the peripheral filter in Hz.

1.4 Central auditory nervous system

The cochlear nucleus (CN) is the first synaptic station in the auditory pathway (Vetter, 2015). The CN is subdivided into the dorsal and ventral cochlear nucleus (DCN and VCN), each comprising several neural sub-types. The bushy cells in the VCN temporally enhance the input from the auditory nerve, allowing the phase-locking to the fine structure of sound up to 3 kHz, critical for binaural sound processing in ascending stages of superior olivary complex (SOC) (Grothe et al., 2010).

SOC plays an indisputable role in decoding binaural cues of interaural level and time differences (ILD and ITD) (Joris and Yin, 1995; Joris, 1996; Grothe, 2003; McAlpine and Grothe, 2003; Tollin and Yin, 2005; Pecka et al., 2008; Grothe et al., 2010; Bures and Marsalek, 2013). It is composed of two nuclei medial and lateral superior olive (MSO and LSO).

1.4.1 Lateral superior olive

It is generally considered that the ILD processing lies in the lateral superior olive (LSO), which has excitatory inputs from the ipsilateral CN and inhibitory inputs from the contralateral cochlear nucleus (CN) (Tollin, 2003). The excitatory inputs of LSO are innervated from spherical bushy cells (SBCs) of the ipsilateral CN (Tollin, 2003). While the inhibitory inputs, LSO receives indirectly from globular bushy cells (GBCs) of the contralateral CN (Grothe et al., 2010). Globular bushy cells possess superior temporal resolution than SBC due to the innervation from a more significant number of neurons from the auditory nerve and thickest diameter axons of any auditory nerve fibers (Grothe et al., 2010). The GBCs project to the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) on the contralateral side and ascend to the LSO via calyx of Held (Grothe et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.2: Mean discharge rate of a single cat’s LSO neuron to pure tones with ILD. The discharge rate is minimal when the sound at the contralateral ear is more intense, and maximal when the sound at the ipsilateral ear is more intense. Picture taken from Tollin and Yin (2002).

The excitatory and inhibitory inputs are in LSO subtracted, forming sigmoid function (Figure 1.2). This function is minimal when the sound at the contralateral ear is more intense, and maximal when the sound at the ipsilateral ear is more intense (Tollin and Yin, 2002).

The thick diameter of the GBCs axons, and high speed and efficiency of synaptic transmission in the calyx of Held, allows the inhibitory signal to reach LSO by approximately 0.2 ms after initial contralateral cochlear excitation (Tollin and Yin, 2005). Due to this, the high temporal resolution of both excitation and inhibitory inputs allows LSO to be also ITD sensitive on low sound frequencies (Tollin and Yin, 2005).

1.4.2 Medial superior olive

While LSO is considered to decode both ILD and ITD (Tollin and Yin, 2005), MSO is known to be sensitive to the ITD with ability to resolve time differences up to two orders of magnitude shorter than the duration of action potentials bearing the information (Grothe et al., 2010). The MSO receives excitatory inputs from both CNs from both hemispheres needed for coincidence detection, and inhibitory input from the contralateral ear (McAlpine and Grothe, 2003). The excitatory inputs are driven by SBCs, which accurately time-lock their discharges to the sound’s temporal structure (Grothe, 2003). The dominant pathway for inhibition input originates from the MNTB, which is known for its exceptional temporal precision, and fastness, which allows the inhibitory input to arrive before the excitatory one (Grothe, 2003). Therefore MSO possesses both excitatory and inhibitory inputs with high temporal precision needed to decode the ITD from the incoming sound. In vivo recording of MSO cells responses showed that MSO is most sensitive, i.e., having the highest spike rate, around 0.12 of a cycle relative to their best frequency (frequency of sound the cell is most sensitive) (Grothe, 2003). It is assumed that this is the
most critical region in ITD decoding, which means that this peak is outside of the analyzed animals’ ecological relevant ITDs. The same in vivo recordings (Grothe, 2003) show that when the inhibitory inputs are strychnine blocked, the peak shifts to zero ITD (Figure 1.3).
Chapter 2

PSYCHOACOUSTICS OF BINAURAL HEARING

In the previous chapter, we have described the physiology of human binaural hearing briefly. In this chapter, we will focus on how spatial hearing works from a psychology point of view. Branch of acoustics, psychoacoustics have studied this topic thoroughly since late of the 19-th century (Blauert, 1997). We will discuss results from some of the experiments briefly here, elaborate description of the binaural relevant experiments can be found in Blauert (1997).

2.1 Sound localization cues

The human auditory system receives the incoming sound through two ears located on opposite sides of the head. Temporal and spectral disparities between the signals in the two ears provide cues about the spatial location of the incoming sound (Figure 2.1). These cues are the differences in times and levels between the ears. The differences in time are known as interaural time differences (ITDs), in case of pure tones or harmonic complexes as interaural phase differences (IPDs). The differences in level are called interaural level differences (ILDs). ITD and ILD enable the sound to be localized on the horizontal plane. Moreover, reflection and diffraction from the upper body torso and pinna change the spectral composition of the incoming sound (Batteau, 1967; Blauert, 1997; Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 1996; Steinhauser, 1879). These changes are unique to the angle of sound incidence and allow localization in the vertical plane. This cue is present even with one ear; therefore, it is called the monaural cue.

According to the duplex theory of sound localization, ITD and ILD are combined to localize a sound on the horizontal plane. The experiments first conducted by Lord Rayleigh lead to the tentative idea that for pure tones, ITD would dominate sound localization at low frequencies (originally only below 125 Hz) while ILD would dominate localization at higher frequencies (originally from 500 Hz onwards; Rayleigh (1907)). In free field conditions, pure tones can be localized on the basis of ITD at frequencies up to about 1.5-2 kHz and can be localized on the
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of ITD and ILD occurrence in free-field. Temporal and spectral disparities between the signals in the two ears provide cues about the spatial location of the incoming sound.

basis of ILD from about 1.5-4 kHz (Mills, 1960; Stevens and Newman, 1936). When noise bands were used, it was found that ITD dominates localization at low frequencies up to the boundary estimated at between 1.5 and 2.5 kHz (Blauert, 1997; Wightman and Kistler, 1992). A recent study by Hartmann et al. (2016) showed that ILD’s natural salience in a free field might be high even at frequencies below 1 kHz.

2.1.1 Interaural time difference

For pure tones, the smallest detectable change in ITD depends mostly on the frequency (Figure 2.2). While the threshold can be as low as 10 µs at 0.8 kHz, it increases rapidly when the frequency is increased up to 1.2 Hz or is reduced to 0.2 kHz (Brughera et al., 2013; Klumpp and Eady, 1956; Zwislocki and Feldman, 1956). Due to the direct mathematical bond between time and phase, in case of pure tones or harmonic complexes, IPD is often used instead of ITD to describe temporal differences. Physically, pure tones’ IPD is limited to approximately 1.5 kHz, when the temporal difference exceeds the π phase limit, i.e., the wavelength of the incoming sound is smaller than the diameter of the head. If the listeners were presented with an artificially modified signal with a temporal difference equal to π-limit, they heard the sound with an ambiguous location between the left and right ear, or also oscillating location between those two (Yost, 1981).
2.1.2 Interaural level difference

In contrast to the ITD sensitivity, the ILD threshold (Figure 2.3) is almost constant (0.5 dB) across frequencies between 0.5 and 8 kHz with a peak at 1 kHz (Granatham, 1984; Mills, 1960; Yost and Dye, 1988). The ILD occurs mainly due to the acoustic shadow of the head and body torso, and sound’s attenuation during propagation in the air. Therefore, for sound sources far from the listener, ILD occurs on higher frequencies (approx. 2 kHz) where the wavelength of the incoming sound wave is considerably smaller than the diameter of the head (Blauert, 1997). However, for sound sources near the listener’s head, ILD occurs also at low frequencies due to the attenuation of the human head (Blauert, 1997).

2.1.3 Monaural cue

While ITD and ILD cues are according to duplex theory responsible for human localization in the horizontal plane, there are some caveats in horizontal localization they cannot account
Figure 2.4: Illustration of "cone of confusion", the ambiguity of localizing of the sound source while using only ITD and ILD. The cone is centered on the interaural axis expanding from each ear entrance, representing on its surface locations of the same interaural differences (Wallach, 1939; Blauert, 1997; Mills, 1972).

for. For instance, experimental data shows that even listeners with hearing loss on one of the ear are capable, even-tho with limited accuracy, to localize sound sources (Slattery and Middlebrooks, 1994). Another example of the duplex theory limitation is the so-called cone of confusion (Figure 2.4). The cone is centered on the interaural axis expanding from each ear entrance, representing on its surface locations of the same interaural differences (Wallach, 1939; Blauert, 1997; Mills, 1972). In the case of a horizontal plane, it means that while using only ITD and ILD cues the listener would hardly differentiate between the sound source in front and behind him, which is also called front-back confusion (Blauert, 1997). Although front-back confusion is sorted partially by the asymmetry of ears positions and primary asymmetry of pinna towards the listeners’ back (Blauert, 1997), another problem emerges in the vertical plane, where we need another cue to help us decode sound source position on the cone of confusion. This “another” cue is the monaural cue.

The monaural cue, sometimes also referred to as a spectral cue (Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002), affects spectral components of incoming sounds above 6 kHz (Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002). Its spectral characteristics vary with the sound source’s elevation, which inevitably helps to decode spatial information in a vertical plane (Blauert, 1997; Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002). These spectral changes are mainly caused by a sound reflection on the folds of pinna (Tianyi Yan and Jinglong Wu, 2007), and reflection from shoulders (Campbell et al., 2008).

2.1.4 Head-related transfer function

All cues mentioned above: ITD, ILD, and monaural cue; can be obtained by measuring head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) in both ear canals for sound sources in various positions,
which gives us unique pair of HRIRs for each sound source position. This pair is unique for the spatial position and to the listener, mainly due to alternating head sizes and pinna shapes (Watanabe et al., 2007). We can obtain a pair of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) by calculating the Fourier transform of the HRIRs. The pair of the HRTFs can then be used as filters for the left and right sound channel to move a monaural sound in virtual auditory space (VAS) to the position of the HRTFs had been recorded. Perfect results in the listener’s spatial sensation can be only be achieved if the listener’s personal HRTF had been utilized. Otherwise the spatial experience deteriorates, and audible artifacts might occur (Pec et al., 2008).

Therefore, in VAS, if we want to move a sound, we have to process two sound channels, and if the HRTF is not personalized, we might introduce the audible degradation of the positioned sound. However, if we use a differential-head-related transfer function (DHRTF), we would need only one channel to process, and the audible artifacts will be reduced significantly for not personalized HRTF (Storek, 2014). The DHRTF is created by dividing the left ear HRTF with the right ear HRTF, producing the DHRTF used for the left ear, and vice versa for DHRTF for
the right ear. The DHRTF is applied to the sound channel to which the virtual sound location is closer. By processing only one channel, the DHRTF reduces computational demands in VAS and provides an unfiltered signal to the other ear, improving the audible quality (Storek, 2014). However, due to notches presented in HRTF spectra and the mathematical processing used to create DHRTF, it can produce other audible artifacts. These artifacts can be reduced by conditioning each DHRTF by several methods, some of them are mentioned in Storek et al. (2016).

2.2 Headphones listening

In a free field listening, the ITD, ILD, and monaural cues naturally occur altogether. For an experimental procedure, however, it is often desirable to analyze each cue separately, which can be achieved by using a pair of headphones instead of loudspeakers. Listening through headphones often results in an auditory sensation localized within the head. The lateral position of this sensation is known as lateralization (Blauert, 1997; Moore, 2003). The lateralization can be moved towards one of the ears by manipulating ITD, ILD, or both (Sayers, 1964; Yost, 1981; Zhang and Hartmann, 2006).

The lateralization experiment of Yost (1981) with pure tones with IPD shows that the sensation of the lateral displacement as a function of IPD is invariant to the pure tone’s frequency, which implied preference of IPD over ITD for pure tones (Figure 2.5). However, later experiment of Zhang and Hartmann (2006) showed that the results of Yost (1981) might be biased because of the test procedure, and proved that listeners prefer ITD over IPD in their experiment (Figure 2.6). An extra-aural experiment by Hartmann et al. (2016) also confirmed this fact.

Figure 2.6: Lateralization data of pure tones as a function of ITD (Panel A) or IPD (Panel B) reproduced from Zhang and Hartmann (2006).
If the tones in the two ears have slightly different frequencies, it may cause binaural beats. The perceived position of the sound oscillates between the left and right ear for a frequency difference between the tones of about 2 Hz (Moore, 2003). Siveke et al. (2008) introduced a broadband binaural beat stimulus called phase warp that can be created by an up/down circular shift of the phase spectrum of the noise in one channel by a defined “beat” frequency. When such a sound is listened to through headphones, it produces the sensation of a sound source rotating around the listener’s head. The beat frequency gives the frequency of rotation. The sensation of rotation disappears when the beat frequency exceeds 10 Hz (Siveke et al., 2008). The sensation then changes to roughness.
In the previous chapters, we reviewed a principal of binaural hearing from physiological to psychoacoustic point of view. The main task of binaural modeling is to accommodate knowledge from one or both aforementioned and simulate their specific behaviour employing computer algorithms. Binaural models, according to Blauert (2013), can be divided into groups by several means.

Based on the system’s behaviour, they are simulating, i.e., spatial direction/lateralization, distance, room properties, and many others. Based on sound scene complexity, simple models often account for single sound sources in an anechoic environment, while more elaborate models can account with several sound sources in rooms with reverberations. Furthermore, based on how the models simulate the human performance, whether they are inspired by a hearing system’s physiological properties, or simulate the performance using signal processing independent of the physiological truth. The physiological nature can be simulated to some extent by the models. These models simulate each neuron and connection separately with known physiological parameters. However, they are often limited by the computational complexity and the fact that the neural response (activity) has to be fitted arbitrary to be able to reproduce psychoacoustical data (Encke and Hemmert, 2018). Therefore, standard practice in binaural modeling uses abstraction and simulates the binaural system function inspired by a physiological data rather than simulating complete underlying processes (Cherry and Sayers, 1956; Stern and Colburn, 1978; Gaik, 1993; Breebaart et al., 2001; Moore, 2003; Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009; Dietz et al., 2008, 2009, 2011; Blauert, 2013; Takanen et al., 2014). In that case, we are talking about the functional binaural models.

In this thesis, from all models mentioned above, we focus on the simple, functional binaural models of lateralization. Therefore, in the following chapter, a brief review of these models will be provided. These models can be divided into ‘families’ based on their approach (theory) of binaural part simulations. The first, two-channel binaural models were first introduced by von Békésy (1930). These account to two nuclei in the human brain whose population activity
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of different strategies of decoding ITD in birds and mammals. Panel a shows bird ITD-decoding structure, which resembles the function similar to Jeffress delay line (Jeffress, 1948). The coincidence detectors (circles) in both brain hemifields receive excitatory inputs from both ears connected through delay lines (induced by different axonal lengths). The coincidence detector neuron responds maximally if the ITD of the incoming sound is compensated by the internal neural delay provided by delay lines. Axonal length (delay line) arrangement, which covers ecologically relevant ITD range, creates a map of horizontal auditory space (Grothe, 2003). Panel b shows the maxima of the ITD functions from different coincidence neurons, which are evenly distributed across physiologically relevant range (shaded area). Panel c shows a mammalian ITD decoder, medial superior olive (MSO), as experimentally observed in gerbils and guinea-pigs. MSO neurons tuned to the same best frequency shows the response to the same ITD, and the ITD functions have their highest slope near zero ITD, as shown in Panel c. Sounds positioned to the left introduce the higher activity in the right MSO, and the stimuli positioned to the right activates more the left MSO (Grothe, 2003). The relative activity of both MSOs then decodes the auditory space. The picture was taken from Grothe (2003).

is compared to estimate the sound direction. The second family of models were introduced by Jeffress (1948), which is commonly named in literature Jeffress delay line models (Moore, 2003). These account with a structural array of connections with specific delay, which resembles into function similar to correlation.

3.1 Jeffress delay line models

A possible ITD detection mechanism was proposed by Jeffress (1948). He suggested that neural discharges coming from the left and right ears propagate through delay lines to coincidence
detectors (Figure 3.1 Panel a). The detectors fire if the discharges from the left and right ears arrive within a short time window, i.e., when the input delay line connections effectively cancel out the ITD. The theory assumes that each neuron is tuned to a specific ITD, and its activity is highest for this ITD. This ITD characteristic to the neuron under examination is in literature called neuron’s best or characteristic ITD (Grothe, 2003). For example, with the sound source next to the right ear, the sound first enters the right ear and then left ear with some ITD. In the proposed mechanism, the right ear signal propagates further through the delay line before it meets the signal from the left ear on the laterally displaced coincidence detector–specific delay of this detector from both ears than effectively decodes the spatial angle of the sound source.

Later, it was proven that the Jeffress mechanism could be simulated using interaural cross-correlation, if delay lines and coincidence cells consist of larger cell populations (Cherry and Sayers, 1956; Stern and Colburn, 1978). The Jeffress delay line mechanism was subsequently extended to account for the detection of ILD (Gaik, 1993; Breebaart et al., 2001).

From the neurophysiological point of view, the Jeffress delay line theory expects for a single best frequency a population of neurons with best ITDs spread uniformly across ecologically relevant ITDs (see Figure 3.1 Panel a, lower right plot). A mechanism similar to the Jeffress delay line was found in the brain of the barn owl (Carr and Konishi, 1990), but not yet in any mammalian species.

3.2 Two-channels models

Recently, the delay line mechanism of Jeffress has been questioned in some neurophysiological studies, which have shown that neurons in the mammalian MSO respond maximally for ITD corresponding to a 45-degree IPD (0.125 of the cycle) (Grothe, 2003; McAlpine and Grothe, 2003). For a given best frequency, the best ITD was not only not distributed uniformly across ecologically relevant ITDs (see Figure 3.1 for comparison) but also the maximal responses laid outside ecologically relevant ITD range (Grothe, 2003). Those findings effectively contradict with the main premises for Jeffress delay line model theory in mammals. These neurophysiological studies propose that the difference in the relative spike rate between MSO neurons in the left and right sides of the brain encodes the sounds’ spatial direction. In humans, the magneto-encephalography study by Salminen et al. (2010) gave evidence for such a hemifield rate-code of auditory space.

Models based on the hemifield rate-code are sometimes referred to as count-comparison (Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009; Takanen et al., 2014; Encke and Hemmert, 2018). This term was initially introduced by Colburn (1978) to describe the principle of the model designed by von Békésy (1930).
3.2.1 Binaural model of von Békésy

The von Békésy (1930) model assumes that each ear innervates the same neurons and that each neuron may be tuned left if the signal from the left ear arrives shortly before the signal from the right ear, or tuned right in the opposite case. The firing activity of neurons tuned left, and right is then compared to give the sound source direction. Since the number of excited neurons increases with a rising sound level, this model accounts for the time-intensity trading. Van Bergeijk (1962) later adjusted the model to account for the fact that MSO and LSO are composed of paired units placed symmetrically relative to the median plane.

3.2.2 Binaural model of Pulkki

One of the first rate-code models based on neurophysiological data is the functional model of the MSO and LSO designed by Pulkki and Hirvonen (2009). This model uses signal processing to reproduce data from neurophysiological studies.

The model accounts for the role of inhibition in the MSO, which was proposed by Grothe (2003), and incorporates it into the functional count–comparison model. As a front end, a simple peripheral ear model consisting of a gammatone (Johannesma, 1972) filter bank was employed.

Takanen et al. (2014) extended the model by integrating the MSO and LSO outputs into a visual map, which allowed a direct comparison between the listening test results and the model predictions. Besides, the model was extended with a hypothetical wideband MSO, which would account for the detection of ITD in the envelope of high-frequency sounds.

3.2.3 Binaural model of Dietz

Dietz et al. (2008) proposed in their model that the human auditory brainstem can effectively encode and decode the IPDs from the interaural transfer function (ITF) (Blauert, 1997). By filtering the peripheral model output using two parallel complex bandpass filters, Dietz obtained two ITFs that corresponded to the fine structure and the envelope of the IPD. The firing rates of the units simulating left and right MSOs are then calculated. When the fine structure and the ITF envelope are used, the model can account for binaural masking level differences (BMLDs) and lateralization data. With an extra-optimal detector, it has been proven that it could simulate experimental data on broadband binaural beats (phase warp) (Siveke et al., 2008). The model was further improved by adding a module for calculating the lateralization based on ILD. The improved model was utilized as a front-end for a sound direction estimate of concurrent speakers in a binaural signal (Dietz et al., 2011). Dietz et al. (2009) also extended the original IPD model with a quantitative estimate of the perceived lateralization, which successfully sim-
ulated higher auditory processing. The new model combines the temporal lateralization cues from the fine structure and the envelope of the binaural input signal, giving a single value for the overall perceived lateralization.

### 3.2.4 Binaural model of Encke

In addition to the phenomenological rate-code models mentioned above, Encke and Hemmert (2018) presented their physiologically-plausible, spiking neuron network model of the mammalian MSO. The authors used two methods to decode spatial information. The first method – the linear opponent decoder – was able to mimic the ITD threshold data, but its predictions were dependent on the stimulus’s overall sound pressure level. The second method was based on a simple artificial neural network (ANN), with inputs from the spiking outputs of MSO and auditory nerve fiber models. With ANN, the model was able to predict static ITD imposed on the amplitude-modulated tone and speech stimuli. It was also able to track the transient change of ITD for a sine sweep stimulus.

### 3.3 Open topics of binaural modeling

The Jeffress family of models has been used successfully to predict human psychoacoustical data (Braasch et al., 2013; Breebaart et al., 2001; Colburn, 1977; Faller and Merimaa, 2004; Lindemann, 1986; Prokopiou et al., 2017). However, from a physiological point of view, the existence of such a neural circuit in the mammalian brain is questionable (Grothe, 2003; Grothe et al., 2010). Although, there is evidence for a rate-code in the mammalian brain. The earlier presented rate-code models have not quantitatively explained the psychoacoustical data (Dietz et al., 2008, 2009, 2011; Encke and Hemmert, 2018; Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009; Takanen et al., 2014).

This thesis aims to reduce the gap between neurophysiology and psychophysics by introducing functional rate-code binaural models of MSO and LSO which will meet three main criteria:

1. they will be based on current neurophysiological findings,
2. their output will give a quantitative representation of subjective lateralization based on ITD or ILD at a corresponding frequency,
3. they will have low structural complexity and low computational complexity for low power applications.

The model designed by Pulkki and Hirvonen (2009) satisfies Criterion 1 and 3 but gives only the relative firing rate at the model output. Enhancing the model by a visual map Takanen
et al. (2014) solved this problem, but significantly increased the overall structural complexity of the model.

The IPD model of Dietz et al. (2008, 2009, 2011) fulfills all three criteria, but calculating IPDs and ILDs from the ITF might be considered artificial.

The model of Encke and Hemmert (2018) satisfies Criterion 1 perfectly, as it is a physiological model, which also limits the model in computational complexity (Criterion 3). The model also accurately predicts human discrimination data with pure tones with ITD, and in other experiments, it predicts ITD. However, there is no mapping of this data to subjective lateralization.

For the reasons mentioned here, we propose new functional rate-code models of the human auditory brainstem, which will be presented in the following chapters.
Part II

Binaural Models Design and Verification
The proposed binaural interaction model is composed of two main parts: peripheral and binaural (see Fig. 4.1). The peripheral part of the model simulates the function of the auditory periphery. It utilizes algorithms adapted from the Auditory Modeling (AM) Toolbox (Søndergaard and Majdak, 2013). The binaural part consists of original models of MSO and LSO connected to the corresponding ITD and ILD central stages. A simpler version of the model was presented in Bouse and Vencovsky (2015). The version presented here was published in Bouse et al. (2019) and this thesis contains the text from there with slight changes. Matlab source codes of the model are available at http://mmtg.fel.cvut.cz/rate-code-model/.

4.1 The peripheral part of the model

The peripheral part models the incoming sound’s transformation into the average response of a population of neurons tuned to the specific characteristic frequency in the auditory nerve fiber. This part consists of three functional blocks: the outer and middle ear, cochlear frequency selectivity, and the inner hair cells.

The frequency response of the outer ear (headphone to eardrum pressure) (Pralong and Carlile, 1996) is modeled by a 512th-order finite impulse response (FIR) filter. The transfer function of the middle ear (Goode et al., 1994) is then modeled by an FIR filter of the same order. The model does not account for the middle ear reflex.

The cochlear selectivity is modeled by a dual resonance nonlinear (DRNL) filter bank (Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2001), which divides the input signal into 70 peripheral channels. The frequency spacing of the auditory filters in the bank was set to be equal to one-half of the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) (Moore and Glasberg, 1983), which is calculated us-
ing Equation (1.1). For all simulations, the central frequencies (CFs) of the DRNL filter bank were set to be in the range between 0.1 and 14 kHz. In each auditory filter of the bank, the signal propagates through two independent processing pathways: linear and nonlinear. The two paths are joined at the output, and the signals from the two paths are added together. The nonlinear processing path dominates the output at low signal levels and decays with the increasing signal level until the output becomes mostly dominated by the linear processing path (Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2001). We chose this type of model since it accounts for the compressive nonlin-
earity observed in the input/output functions of the basilar membrane response (Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2001).

The block simulating the mechano-electrical transduction by the inner hair cell and the auditory nerve fiber complex consists of a half-wave rectifier followed by a low-pass filter (LPF). While the half-wave rectification accounts for the actual mechano-electrical transduction, the low-pass filtering simulates the loss of phase locking of the neuronal signal to the fine structure of the incoming wave for frequencies above 1.5 kHz (Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1985; Weiss and Rose, 1988). In the present study, a low-pass filter with the same parameters as in studies by Breebaart et al. (2001) and Dietz et al. (2008) is utilized, i.e., a fifth-order Butterworth infinite impulse response (IIR) filter with a cut-off frequency of 760 Hz.

4.2 Binaural part of the model

The binaural part consists of two separate original computational models mimicking the medial and lateral superior olives (MSO and LSO). Both models follow the rate–code principle (von Békésy, 1930; Colburn, 1978; Dietz et al., 2008; Encke and Hemmert, 2018; Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009; Takanen et al., 2014). There are separate MSO and LSO models for each side of the brain. Each model receives information from the left and right peripheries. The lateralization based on IPD/ITD (MSO) or ILD (LSO) is calculated in the corresponding central stages, where a comparison is made between the activity in the models for both sides of the brain. In the present study, the outputs of MSO and LSO are not combined like they are in the auditory pathway (Grothe et al., 2010).

The internal processing of the models is symmetrical for both sides of the brain. Therefore, the signal coming from the periphery at the same side as analyzed in the MSO/LSO model will be referred to as ipsilateral, and the signal from the opposite side will be referred to as contralateral.

4.2.1 Model of the medial superior olive

A schematic diagram of the MSO models for both sides of the brain (black line = left, gray line = right) is depicted in Figure 4.2. The MSO model is an excitation-inhibition type, with two excitatory inputs from the ipsilateral and the contralateral sound peripheries, and one inhibitory input from the contralateral sound periphery. A low pass filter first processes each input; the third-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency $f_{\text{cut}} = 1.1$ kHz and gain $G(f) = 1/\sqrt{(f/f_{\text{cut}} + f^6)}$ then reduces the model sensitivity to ITDs for frequencies higher than about 1.1 kHz. Although this filter has a higher cutoff than the preceding filter in the
peripheral part, its function is essential to account for the decreasing ITD discrimination at frequencies $> 1$ kHz.

The physiology data from bats’ MSO (Grothe, 1994) and gerbils’ MSO (Brand et al., 2002; Roberts et al., 2013) indicate that contralateral inhibition can precede ipsilateral excitation. A small constant delay $\tau_{MS}$ of 0.3 ms is inserted into each excitatory signal. In contrast, the excitatory inputs to the MSO from both peripheries have very similar overall conductance delays (Grothe, 2003). Therefore, there is no additional time lag between the ipsilateral and contralateral excitation signals in the MSO model.

The calculation block is the first binaural relay in the model. In the first step, it subtracts the preprocessed contralateral inhibition input $I_c$ from the contralateral excitation input $E_c$. Then it calculates the mutual signal power of the product and ipsilateral excitation signal $E_i$. Thus, the output of the calculation block is given by

$$\text{Calc}[n] = E_i[n](E_c[n] - I_c[n]), \quad (4.1)$$

where $n$ is the sample number. Since a neural signal cannot be negative, the output of the calculation block is half-wave rectified, and this signal is then denoted with subscript $h$.

The calculation block output contains several of sharp peaks followed by troughs, which can cause transient variation of the MSO model output even for stationary input signals. Therefore, an envelope is calculated from the half-wave rectified MSO signal in a self-weighted moving average. The output $E_h$ is then passed to the ITD central stage for lateralization.
average block (Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009). The envelope is calculated using the formula

$$\text{MSO}_l \text{ or } r[n] = \frac{\text{Calc}_h^3[n] \ast H_1[n]}{\text{Calc}_h^2[n] \ast H_1[n]}$$

(4.2)

for

$$H_1[n] = (1 - \exp(-1/(f_s \tau_1))) \exp(n - 1/(f_s \tau_1)),$$

(4.3)

where \(\text{Calc}_h[n]\) is the half-wave rectified output of the calculation block, \(H_1[n]\) is the impulse response of the first-order IIR filter, \(\tau_1\) is the time constant of the filter, \(f_s\) is the sampling frequency, and \(\ast\) denotes convolution. The time constant of the filter \(\tau_1\) (2.5 ms) corresponds to the 64 Hz cut-off frequency, which simulates the relative decrease in temporal binaural resolution on higher frequencies reported by Siveke et al. (2008).

**ITD central stage**

In this thesis, we combine outputs from both sides of the brain in an ITD central stage. This stage is phenomenologically motivated to transform the MSO model outputs into the subjective lateralization scale. In the first place, we have to consider how the left and right MSO models’ outputs vary in relation to the IPD. The right MSO model output is at a maximum when the signal at the left ear has an IPD of minus 50 degrees (0.15 of the cycle); at the same moment in time, the left MSO output is minimal, and vice versa for a 50-degree IPD. This behavior is consistent with the physiology of the mammalian MSO, where the maximal firing rate is observed around 45 degrees (0.125 cycles) when the contralateral ear is leading (Grothe, 2003). The maximum occurs around the 50-degree IPD, independently from the input signal frequency (see Figure 4.3 Panel A). The MSO model behaves in this way due to the algorithm that is used.

![Figure 4.3: Panel A](image)

The normalized responses of the left MSO model to the pure tones of varying frequency and IPD. Panel B The normalized responses for two CFs (250 and 700 Hz) of the left MSO (gray line) with additional side-lobes and pooled responses from guinea pig’s Inferior Colliculus (black line), reproduced from McAlpine et al. (2001), to interaurally delayed broad band noise.
The algorithm multiplies the ipsilateral and contralateral inputs and then subtracts the result by the 0.3 ms shifted contralateral input multiplied with the ipsilateral input. This processing gives the maximum MSO response at about the same IPD for ecological ITD-relevant frequency range if the peripheral ear model contains half-wave rectification and low-pass filters limiting the phase locking. The LP filtering shapes the fine-structure of the half-wave rectified signal in a way that then produces the desired result. The MSO model also shows similar behavior to that measured on neurons in guinea pig’s inferior colliculus neurons (McAlpine et al., 2001), i.e., the broadest ITD function for low CFs with peaks at high ITDs and sharper tuning for high CFs with peaks at low ITDs (see Figure 4.3 Panel B). For both CFs, the predicted responses have a close to zero ITD shallower slope than the physiological data (McAlpine et al., 2001).

The MSO outputs are half-wave rectified and, if one of the MSO models has a zero output, the other MSO model’s output is also set to zero. The two ratios between the left and right MSO models are then computed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_R[n] &= \frac{\text{MSO}_L[n]}{\text{MSO}_R[n]}, \\
    r_L[n] &= \frac{\text{MSO}_R[n]}{\text{MSO}_L[n]},
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.4)

where \( \text{MSO}_L \) is a signal from the left MSO model, and \( \text{MSO}_R \) is a signal from the right MSO model. Ratio \( r_R \) is inverse to \( r_L \); this ensures that, for non-zero MSO model outputs, one of the ratios will always lie between zero and one. If the sound is perceived on the left, the ratio with subscript “L” will be larger than the ratio with subscript “R”, symmetrically for the sound perceived on the right. Nevertheless, the larger ratio can be used as a bias between the left or right side, and the smaller ratio is better suited for evaluating lateralization, because it is bounded between zero and almost one. The lateralization map ranging from minus one (left ear) to plus one (right ear) is obtained by subtracting unity from \( r_L \) if the lateralization is “right-sided” and by subtracting \( r_R \) from unity if it is “left-sided”:

\[
\begin{align*}
    L_{\text{MSO}}[n] &= \text{sgn} (r_L[n] - r_R[n]) \left( \min (r_R[n], r_L[n]) - 1 \right) + u[n],
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.5)

where \( L_{\text{MSO}} \) is the lateralization predicted by the MSO model, \( u[n] \) is the MSO internal noise, sgn is the signum operator, and min is the minimum operator. The model’s overall sensitivity to the ITDs is limited only by the mathematical operations within the models. Thus, to match this sensitivity with human psychoacoustical data, the internal Gaussian noise \( u[n] \) is added into all channels of the calculated lateralization. The variation of this noise was set experimentally to match model performance with the ITD discrimination data of Brughera et al. (2013) at 1 kHz, and it is constant for all the channels.

4.2.2 Model of the lateral superior olive

Figure 4.4 is a schematic diagram of the LSO models for both brain sides (black lines = left, gray lines = right). The LSO model is an excitation-inhibition type, with the excitatory input from
Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of LSO models for the left (black connection) and right (gray connection) sides of the brain with the ILD central stage. The LSO model on one side has two inputs, an excitatory input (light gray background) from the ipsilateral periphery, and an inhibitory input (dark gray background) from the contralateral periphery. Human sensitivity to the intensity disparities between the two ears has repeatedly been reported as logarithmically dependent (Moore, 2003). The inputs of the LSO models are, therefore, first compressed by a power of 0.24. The compression has a similar effect as the logarithm of the ipsilateral and contralateral signals. This compression is used even though our cochlear model also contains compressive nonlinearity. This is similar to the LSO model in Takanen et al. (2014). On the basis of data from cats’ LSO (Joris, 1996), the contralateral inhibitory signal is delayed by $\tau_{LS} = 0.2$ ms. The function of the mammalian LSO can be characterized as a fast subtraction unit between contralateral and ipsilateral neural signals (Bures, 2012; Bures and Marsalek, 2013; Joris and Yin, 1995). A first-order IIR filter with a time constant of 0.1 ms simulates the relative speed of the system. The process of subtraction is then simulated in a subtraction block, where the contralateral inhibitory signal is first subtracted from the ipsilateral inhibitory signal, sample by sample. The product is amplified by a gain $A = 100$ and is limited between -1 and 1 by a hyperbolic tangent function. The amplification gain, together with the limitation, successfully simulates the maximum firing rate of LSO cells, which occurs around 18 dB ILD (Tollin and Yin, 2005).

Thus, the processing of the subtraction block is given by

$$\text{Sub}[n] = \tanh(A(E_i[n] - I_c[n])), \quad (4.6)$$

where Sub is the output of the LSO subtraction unit, $\tanh$ is the hyperbolic tangent function, $E_i$ is the excitation from the ipsilateral periphery, $I_c$ is the inhibition from the contralateral periphery.
periphery, and $A$ is the linear gain.

All negative samples after the subtraction block are zeroed in the half-wave rectification block. The rectification, together with the subtraction, produces ripples at the output, which are smoothed by the weighted moving average unit. The design of this unit originates from Pulkki and Hirvonen (2009), and acts as a sample and hold circuit with small RC leakage with a time constant $\tau_2$ of 6 ms. This processing is not inspired by neurophysiology, but it helps produce the desired decrease in the model’s sensitivity around 1 kHz. The LSO output after the weighted moving average unit is given by

$$L_{SO_{1 or r}}[n] = \frac{(Sub_h[n]E^2_i[n]) * H_2[n]}{E^2_i[n] * H_2[n]}, \quad (4.7)$$

for

$$H_2[n] = (1 - \exp(-1/(f_s\tau_2))) \exp(n - 1/(f_s\tau_2)), \quad (4.8)$$

where $Sub_h$ is the half-wave rectified output of the LSO subtraction unit, $E_i$ is the excitation from the ipsilateral periphery, and $*$ denotes convolution.

### ILD central stage

The output of each LSO unit is proportional to the perceived lateral displacement of the sound source on the corresponding side of the brain. In the case of low-frequency signals, there is relatively high activity in both LSO units for near-zero ILDs. This activity is caused by the delay of the inhibitory signal from the contralateral brain side. Therefore, a simple central stage calculates the lateralization based on the ILD by

$$L_{LSO}[n] = L_{SO_r}[n] - L_{SO_l}[n] + v[n], \quad (4.9)$$

where $L_{SO_r}$ represents the signal from the right LSO unit, and $L_{SO_l}$ represents the signal from the left LSO unit, and $v[n]$ represents LSO internal noise. Here, sensitivity to the ILD of the LSO model, similarly to the MSO model, is limited only by the internal mathematical operations, which are more than one order lower than human psychoacoustical data. We, therefore, add Gaussian noise into every channel of the calculated lateralization. The variation of the noise was chosen to match human sensitivity to changes in ILD at 1kHz (Yost and Dye, 1988), and it is constant for all channels. The ILD central stage is phenomenologically motivated, though such simple processing is more plausibly presented physiologically than the ITD central stage. The predicted lateralization ranges in the interval between -1 and 1, where -1 stands for perception near the left ear, 0 for perception near the center of the head, and 1 for perception near the right ear.
Chapter 5

VERIFYING MODELS BY SIMULATIONS

The stimulus details and the simulation parameters are described below. In the Bouse et al. (2019) an experiment was conducted to obtain the lateralization of narrow band noise (NBN) with IPD or ILD (see Chapter 12). The data on lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD, discrimination of ITD, discrimination of ILD, and discrimination of phase warp were taken from the literature (Yost, 1981; Yost and Dye, 1988; Brughera et al., 2013; Dietz et al., 2008).

5.1 Stimuli - verification

The stimuli parameters used for verification of the models are described in this section. The parameters were held to be the same as in the psychoacoustic experiments (Yost, 1981; Yost and Dye, 1988; Brughera et al., 2013; Dietz et al., 2008), and Chapter 12.

All stimuli for verification were generated using 96 kHz sampling frequency.

5.1.1 Lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD

The data on the lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD were taken from Yost (1981). The pure tones had frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.5 kHz for the experiment with IPDs, and 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 kHz for the experiment with ILDs. They were 100-ms long with an 8-ms-long on- and off-raised-cosine ramps. The sound level was 50 dB relative to the hearing level, according to ANSI S3.6-1996 (1996). In the IPD experiments, the IPDs were varied from −150 to 180 degrees with a 30-degree step, while the ILDs were varied from −18 dB to 18 dB with a 3-dB step in the ILD experiments.
5.1.2 Lateralization of narrowband noise with IPD or ILD

Narrowband noise (NBN) with a bandwidth equal to 1 ERB (see Equation (1.1)) was used as a stimulus in the experiment (see Chapter 12 for further details) and in the simulation. Two distinct central frequencies \( f_c \) (350 and 760 Hz) of NBN were used. NBNs were generated in each simulation run in the frequency domain with random amplitude and phase in the passband frequencies. The stimuli were 100-ms long with an 8-ms-long on- and off-raised-cosine ramps. The level was set to 50 dB relative to the hearing level at the central frequency \( f_c \), according to ANSI S3.6-1996 (1996). In the IPD experiment, the IPDs were varied from -150 to 180 degrees with steps of 30-degrees. The IPD between the left and right ear channels was created in the frequency domain: the desired IPD was imposed onto the phase spectrum of the to-be-delayed signal, after which the signal was transformed back to the time domain. In the ILD experiment, the ILDs were varied within the range from the interval from -18 to 18 dB with steps of 3 dB with -20 and 20 dB ILD in addition. The ILD was imposed on the stimuli by amplifying one channel by ILD/2 and attenuating the other channel by the same amount.

5.1.3 Discrimination of ITD

The ITD discrimination threshold of the MSO model was obtained using pure tones of the same parameters as in the experiment conducted by Brughera et al. (2013). The pure tones were 500-ms long (100-ms-long on- and off-raised-cosine ramps), with frequencies of 0.25, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.2, 1.25, 1.3, and 1.35 kHz, and were presented at 70-dB SPL.

5.1.4 Discrimination of ILD

Pure tones with the same parameters as in Yost and Dye (1988) were used to obtain the ILD discrimination threshold of the LSO model. The 250-ms-long pure tones (10-ms-long on- and off-raised cosine ramps) were presented at a nominal SPL of 60 dB, with frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 kHz.

5.1.5 Discrimination of phase warp

In the simulation of the phase warp discrimination, the parameters of the stimuli were as in the experiment conducted by Dietz et al. (2008). The phase warp stimuli were 1-s (20-ms-long on- and off raised-cosine ramps) long and had a 65 dB SPL. The stimulus's left channel was created in the frequency domain from noise with a constant amplitude and random phase spectra (normally distributed) in the passband. The passband of the noise ranged from 10 Hz to either 550 Hz or 1100 Hz. The right channel was created by a cyclical-frequency shift of the
phase spectrum of the left channel by beat frequency $f_b$ of the phase warp stimulus, i.e., the whole phase spectrum was shifted in frequency by $f_b$, and the part of the spectra which was above the passband of the phase warp was moved to the start of the passband. In order to keep to the procedure of the original experiment, binaurally uncorrelated noise with a passband from 550 Hz or 1100 Hz to 48 kHz of the same spectral level was added to the phase-warp stimulus. The phase-warp beat frequency and its bandwidth were the variables in the first part of the experiment.

In the second part of the experiment, the phase warp $p[n]$ was mixed with binaurally uncorrelated Gaussian noise $w[n]$, which resulted in a mixed signal $s[n]$, given by

$$s[n] = p[n]r + w[n](1 - r),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where ratio $r$ is calculated from modulation depth $m$ by

$$r = \frac{1}{1 + \sqrt{1/m} - 1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

The modulation depth $m$ was the only variable in the second part of the experiment. The dB value of modulation depth is calculated as $10 \log_{10}(m)$.

## 5.2 Simulation procedure - verification

The model results were obtained for the stationary part of the output signals only. The input transient was omitted. Therefore, the model is not intended to be used for studying the onset dominance of human sound localization or the precedence effect.

### 5.2.1 Lateralization of pure tones with IPD or with ILD

In the simulation of pure-tone lateralization, the mean values were calculated from the stationary part of the ITD or ILD central stage responses. Only a single band with CF nearest to the pure tone frequency was taken into account. In the IPD experiment, only the ITD central stage response was taken into account. By contrast, in the ILD experiment, only the ILD central stage was taken into account.

### 5.2.2 Lateralization of narrowband noise with IPD or with ILD

During the NBN noise simulation, only one stimulus with the interaural difference from the stimuli train (see Figure 12.2) was analyzed using the MSO or LSO models. Only a single band with CF nearest to the narrow band central frequency was taken into account. Afterward, the
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same simulation procedure was used as had been used in the lateralization of pure tones with
IPD or with ILD.

5.2.3 Discrimination of ITD

In the ITD discrimination simulation, we assumed that the human auditory system could save
the “pattern” of one stimulus and compare it with the pattern of another stimulus. In this case,
discrimination index \(d'(Sakitt, 1973)\) is considered as the optimal observer performance:

\[
d'(A, B) = \frac{|\mu_A - \mu_B|}{\sqrt{\sigma_A \sigma_B}}, \tag{5.3}
\]

where \(\mu_A, \mu_B, \sigma_A\) and \(\sigma_B\) are the means and the standard deviations of the output of the MSO
model ITD central stage for stimulus A and stimulus B. The discrimination index is calculated
only for a single band, the CF of which is nearest to the central frequency of the pure tone. The
observer judgments were based on the difference in ITD between stimulus A and stimulus B;
henceforth, this difference will be denoted as \(\Delta\text{ITD}\). Stimulus A had ITD equal to \(-\Delta\text{ITD}/2\)
(lateralized to the left ear), while stimulus B had ITD equal to \(\Delta\text{ITD}/2\) (lateralized to the right
ear). The discriminable ITD was detected when discrimination index \(d'\) exceeded the threshold
limit and, at the same time, the model predicted the correct left or right lateralization shift
between the tone in the first and second intervals. The threshold limit (value of 1.14) was chosen
to estimate the 79.4 percent correct point of the psychometric function, according to Hacker
and Ratcliff (1979). The same point of the psychometric function was targeted in the original
listening experiment of Brughera et al. (2013), using a three-down, one-up adaptive staircase
procedure (Levitt, 1971). The simulation followed the two-interval, two-alternative forced-
choice (2AFC) paradigm, as in the listening experiment conducted by Brughera et al. (2013).
The \(\Delta\text{ITD}\) started at 100 \(\mu s\) and was decreased with steps of 17 \(\mu s\) until four reversals were
reached, after which the step size was reduced to 5 \(\mu s\). After \(\Delta\text{ITD}\) decreased to below 11 \(\mu s\),
the step was further reduced to 2 \(\mu s\). Overall, 14 reversals were simulated for each analyzed
frequency, and the \(\Delta\text{ITDs}\) were estimated by computing the average of the last ten reversal
points for each frequency.

5.2.4 Discrimination of ILD

The same optimal observer (Equation (5.3)), as in the previous section, was used to obtain the
ILD discrimination threshold of the LSO model. The discrimination index is calculated only for
a single band, the CF of which is nearest to the central frequency of the pure tone. The threshold
detected by the observer will henceforth be denoted as \(\Delta\text{ILD}\). Stimulus A had ILD equal to
\(\Delta\text{ILD}/2\) (lateralized to the right ear), while stimulus B had ILD equal to \(-\Delta\text{ILD}/2\) (lateralized
to the right ear). The simulation followed the 2AFC paradigm, as in the subjective experiment conducted by Yost and Dye (1988). The interval was considered as successfully predicted by the LSO model if \( d' \) was equal to or bigger than 0.95, and the model showed the correct direction of the lateral displacement. The selected \( d' \) criterion corresponds approximately to the 75 percent point on the psychometric function (Hacker and Ratcliff, 1979). The \( \Delta \)ILD value started at 1.5 dB in all cases and was decreased by steps of 0.25 dB until \( \Delta \)ILD of 0.4 dB was reached, after which the step size was reduced to 0.05 dB. Overall, 14 reversals were simulated for each analyzed frequency, and the \( \Delta \)ILDs were estimated by computing the average of the last ten reversal points for each frequency.

5.2.5 Discrimination of phase warp

A procedure similar to the original study (Dietz et al., 2008) was implemented to obtain the discrimination threshold between the phase warp and the uncorrelated binaural noise. It was a two-down, one-up adaptive staircase procedure, that converges at the 70.7 percent correct point of the psychometric function (Levitt, 1971). The simulation followed the three-interval, three-alternatives forced-choice paradigm. One of the intervals contained the phase-warp stimulus, while the other two intervals contained the binaurally uncorrelated narrowband noises of the same bandwidths as the phase warp.

In the first part of the experiment, the maximum beat frequency detectable by the MSO and LSO models was analyzed for phase warp with a bandwidth of either 550 Hz or 1100 Hz. The beat frequency started at 50 Hz and was increased/decreased by 15-Hz steps until the second reversal, after which a step size of 10 Hz was used for the next two reversals before the final steps of 5 Hz was used for the remaining reversals. In the case of 1100-Hz bandwidth, the step size was doubled. Thirty reversals were simulated, and the mean was calculated from the last twenty values.

In the second part of the experiment, the smallest detectable modulation depth of phase-warp stimuli with fixed beat frequencies (10, 50, and 75 Hz) was analyzed. The modulation depth was first adjusted with a 4-dB step size until two reversals were observed, after which steps of 2 dB were used for the next two reversals before the final step size of 1 dB was used for the remaining reversals.

The same ideal observer, as in the article by Dietz et al. (2008), was used in this experiment. The outputs of the ITD and ILD central stages were transformed into the frequency domain. The magnitude spectra of the outputs, the \( f_c \) of which lie within the stimuli’ bandwidth, were averaged. The ideal observer compared the average spectra of the three stimuli and chose the stimulus with the most energy within the frequency bin corresponding to beat frequency \( f_b \).
RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS

In this section, the results of simulations of MSO and LSO models are compared with subjective data. In the figures, the MSO data are depicted as blue-filled diamonds, and the LSO data are depicted as green-filled triangles, connected by a solid line of the corresponding color.

6.1 Lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD

The simulated data of the MSO model for pure tones with IPDs are depicted in Figure 6.1. These data are compared with subjective data taken from Yost (1981). We only present mode values calculated by Yost from the responses of four subjects. Therefore, the data shown here does not indicate that some of the subjects reported ambiguous lateralization percepts for IPD larger than ±90 deg. The MSO model data were multiplied by 10 to match the subjective scale. The figure is divided into five panels, each representing one pure-tone frequency (0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.5 kHz). The Pearson correlation coefficients between the simulated data and the subjective data were calculated for each pure-tone frequency, and are shown in the corresponding panels. The coefficients indicate a high correlation between the simulated MSO model and the subjective data. The root mean square error,

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{i} (x_j - y_j)^2}{i}},
\]

between the simulated data \(x\) and the experimental data \(y\) was calculated for each pure tone frequency, where \(i\) represents the total number of tested IPDs. In all cases, the RMSE is quite high due to deviations at extreme IPDs (-180 deg). This will be discussed in the Discussion (Chapter 7). The best agreement between the prediction and the experimental data according to RMSE is at 0.2, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 kHz. In the case of 1 kHz, the model’s performance
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Figure 6.1: Results of the lateralization experiment with pure tones with interaural phase differences (IPD). The subjective data (Yost, 1981) are represented by circles (mode values), and are connected by a black dashed line. The responses of the MSO model are represented by diamonds connected by a solid blue line. Panels A–E show the data for pure-tone frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.5 kHz, respectively.

... decays and shows a systematic decrease in sensitivity to IPDs towards higher frequencies. At 1.5 kHz, the model still follows the changes in IPD, but its output is almost damped.

The data for pure tones with ILDs are depicted in Figure 6.2. The LSO model data were compared with subjective data taken from Yost (1981). The LSO model data were multiplied by 10 to match the subjective scale. Data for pure tones of frequencies 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 kHz are displayed in five separate panels. As in the previous case, the Pearson correlation...
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Figure 6.2: Results of the lateralization experiment with pure tones with interaural level differences (ILD). The subjective data (Yost, 1981) are represented by circles (mode values), and are connected by a black dashed line. The responses of the LSO model are represented by triangles connected by a solid green line. Panels A–E show data for pure-tone frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 kHz, respectively.

Coefficients and RMSE between simulated and subjective data were calculated and are shown in each panel. The coefficients indicate a high correlation between the simulated LSO model and the subjective data. The performance of the model is better than human performance at 200 Hz. The best agreement between predictions and experimental data is at 0.5, 2, and 5 kHz. At 1 kHz, the model shows significantly lower sensitivity than the human subjects to ILD.
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Figure 6.3: Results of the lateralization experiment with narrowband noise. The subjective data are represented by a circle (mean values) with a whisker (standard deviation) connected by a black dashed line. The responses of the MSO or LSO models are represented by a diamond or a triangle connected by blue or green line. Panels A and B show the results of the NBN experiment with IPD, in comparison with the response of the MSO model, while panels C and D show the NBN experiment with ILD in comparison with the response of the LSO model. The top row shows the results for NBNs with 350 Hz $f_c$ and the bottom row shows the results for NBNs with 760 Hz $f_c$.

6.2 Lateralization of narrowband noise with IPD or ILD

The mean subjective data and their standard deviations from the experiment with narrowband noise with IPD or ILD are shown in Figure 6.3. The subjective data for the NBNs with IPD are compared to the data from the MSO model in panels A and B; and the subjective data for the NBNs with ILD are compared with the data from the LSO model in panels C and D. The MSO and LSO model data were multiplied by 10 to match the subjective scale. While the MSO data are qualitatively comparable with the subjective results, the LSO model deviates in the shape of the response, as is discussed in Chapter 7. The MSO model goes back to zero lateralization for IPD±180 deg, which results from the fact that we change the IPD of each spectral component in the noise. For IPD of ±180 deg, this manipulation creates two signals with an antiphase fine-structure but with the same time-domain envelope. Therefore, the listeners cannot use changes in the time domain envelope. In addition to pure tones with the opposite phase, these stimuli
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Figure 6.4: Panel A shows the results of the ITD discrimination experiment; the MSO model data are represented by a blue diamonds with a whisker, which represents the standard deviations, and are interconnected by a solid blue line. The mean subjective data from four subjects from Brughera et al. (2013) are depicted as circles, hexagons, stars, and squares. Panel B shows the results of the ILD discrimination experiment, where the LSO model data are represented by green triangles, and the subjective data reproduced from Yost and Dye (1988) are represented as black dots.

often create ambiguous lateralization on both sides. The RMSE and the Pearson correlation coefficient are calculated for each NBN test case.

6.3 Discrimination of ITD

The discrimination data from the MSO model are shown in Figure 6.4, panel A. The mean simulated data and their standard deviations are compared with the mean subjective data taken from Brughera et al. (2013). The simulated data shows good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the subjective data (S1 and S2) for higher frequencies. For lower frequencies, the ITD threshold of the model remain constant while the subjective values increase. The additional point at 1460 Hz shows the highest frequency at which the MSO model is able to discriminate ITD in the pure tone.

6.4 Discrimination of ILD

A comparison between the LSO model simulations and the subjective data is shown in Figure 6.4, panel B. The mean subjective data were taken from Yost and Dye (1988). The model accounts for the loss of sensitivity at 1 kHz, but the discrimination of the pure tones for both lower and higher frequencies exceeded the discrimination of the subjective data. The loss of
sensitivity of the model at 1 kHz is due to a joint effect of the inhibitory delay, the first-order low-pass input filter, and the weighted moving average.

6.5 Discrimination of phase warp

The predicted maximally detectable phase-warp beat frequencies are presented in Table 6.1 along with psychophysical data collected by Dietz et al. (2008). The MSO model at the 500 Hz bandwidth exceeds the subjective results by about 50 Hz, but for the 1000 Hz bandwidth, the model shows extreme sensitivity that is almost double the values for the subjective data. However, the LSO shows less sensitivity than the subjective data at 500 Hz bandwidth, but fit the subjective data for 1000 Hz bandwidth. Although the two models do not agree with the data quantitatively, they show qualitatively the same increasing trend of the discrimination threshold with increasing bandwidth as the subjective data.

In addition, the temporal responses of both the MSO model and the LSO model to a phase warp with 8-Hz beat frequency are shown in Figure 6.5, panel A. Both models showed an apparent rotation of the sound image with the same frequency corresponding to the beat frequency of the phase warp. This behavior is in agreement with the subjective data of Siveke et al. (2008); Dietz et al. (2008). The visible rotation diminished at about 10 Hz and changed to noise-like output, which is again in agreement with the subjective data (Siveke et al., 2008; Dietz et al., 2008).
Table 6.1: The results of the first part of the phase-warp experiment. The table shows mean subjective, MSO, and LSO data with standard deviations for two different phase-warp bandwidths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase warp bandwidth</th>
<th>Mean sub. data</th>
<th>MSO model</th>
<th>LSO model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>550 Hz</td>
<td>96 ± 15 Hz</td>
<td>143.5 ± 15 Hz</td>
<td>61 ± 17.2 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100 Hz</td>
<td>219 ± 30 Hz</td>
<td>492 ± 22 Hz</td>
<td>211 ± 48 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The maximum detectable phase-warp modulation depth for the MSO and LSO models is depicted in Figure 6.5, Panel B. The subjective data were reproduced from the study by Dietz et al. (2008). As in the first part of the experiment, the MSO shows better discrimination than the subjects, and the slope of the curve also does not correspond with the subjective data. The LSO model shows a similar slope as the subjective data but is about 2 dB less sensitive than the subjects at all of the three phase warp frequencies.
7.1 Lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD

The models of MSO and LSO showed a good match with human lateralization data for pure tones. The MSO model lateralization data deviated from the subjective data of Yost (1981) at IPDs between 120 and 180 degrees, which may be due to the ambiguity of the laterality of such stimuli. This behavior was reported by subjects who heard two sound images coming from opposite sides of the head (Yost, 1981). In their statistical analysis, these authors filtered correct output from the data using a mode instead of a mean value. A similar decrease in lateralization was reported by Sayers (1964), who used the mean of his subjective data. The MSO output at these extreme IPDs oscillates between maximum lateralization to the left and right sides, which ultimately decreases the mean output similarly to Sayers (1964) and may indicate the directional ambiguity of this type of stimulus. Another discrepancy is the slope of the lateralization as a function of IPD for a pure tone of 1500 Hz. The change in the slope is mainly due to the rate-code principle used in the MSO model.

7.2 Lateralization of narrow band noises with IPD or ILD

The performance of the model in the NBN stimuli around the center point (0 deg IPD or 0 dB ILD) in all tested setups is superior to the listeners’ performance. After this initial discrepancy, the slope change (second derivative) lags back, and the performance of the model of more lateral localizations again matches the performance of the experimental subjects. As noise stimuli are more ecologically relevant than pure tones, this poses an open question: Why is our model performance around the center point better than the performance of the experimental subjects?
7.3 Discrimination of ILD

The ILD discrimination threshold of the LSO model shows a discrete reduction in sensitivity at 1 kHz, which is in line with the psychoacoustical data. This phenomenon is caused by a joint effect of inhibitory delay, the first-order input filter of LSO, and the weighted moving average in the model.

7.4 Discrimination of ITD

The ITD discrimination of the MSO fits the subjective data from Brughera et al. (2013) within their standard deviations. In contrast with the subjective data, however, the predicted data show no increase in the threshold at lower frequencies. The abrupt increase in the threshold with increasing frequency is mainly due to the low-pass filter in the MSO model. With the peripheral filter only, there would be a shallower slope rise, and the model would not be able to decode the ITD thresholds at higher frequencies.

7.5 Discrimination of phase warp

Both the MSO and LSO models show a trend with an increasing phase warp discrimination threshold that is qualitatively similar to the subjective data. Quantitatively, the MSO model is more sensitive than the human subjects, and the LSO model is less sensitive than human subjects in the case of 500 Hz bandwidth but shows a good fit for 1000 Hz bandwidth.

In the modulated phase warp discrimination task, the MSO model again shows better performance than is shown by the subjective data. Surprisingly, the LSO model matches the subjective data qualitatively but is about 2 dB less sensitive. This is in line with the neurophysiological data about LSO neurons being sensitive to envelope-ITDs in amplitude modulated signals (Joris and Yin, 1995). These two results indicate a possible theoretical contribution of MSO and LSO to the decoding of phase-warp stimuli.

7.6 Blind-spots of the presented models and possible solution

The information about lateralization is processed independently for the LSO and MSO models. However, it is unlikely that the processing in the inferior colliculus would be different for MSO and LSO. The overall structures of the central stages tend to follow the functional aspect rather
than the physiology. This also limits the possibility to carry out reliable experimental cue-trading tests in which ILD is compensated by ITD and vice versa. The performance of our LSO model is affected if the arrival time between the signals in the left and right ears is changed, as the different time delays between the neural signal in the contralateral and ipsilateral ears in the model affect the discrimination threshold for ILD. The effect of ILD on the outcome of the MSO model is minimal. Moreover, in the presented implementation of both models, one has to know beforehand the stimulus spectral properties and which binaural cue it contains to obtain proper results.

If these parameters were unknown, one possible solution was presented in pilot studies by Koshkina and Bouse (2016, 2017), which has shown that if the former versions of presented models (Bouse and Vencovsky, 2015) are combined with the K-nearest neighbour (KNN) or ANN learning algorithms, they can be used for localization tasks with a head-related transfer function (HRTF), which contains both ITD and ILD information. These pilot studies were further extended for localization in the vertical plane in a master thesis of Koshkina (2017), supervised by the author of this thesis. The algorithm was even-further extended for localization of drum-kits in Melechovský et al. (2018).

The overall structure of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 7.1. Mean values of the output signals from the MSO and LSO models in one time-frame (variable length) were processed separately by machine learning algorithms. Signals in each critical band were processed separately, and in the case of the MSO model only the critical bands below 1.5 kHz were used. The KNN and ANN were trained on speech samples filtered by HRTFs for different azimuths between -90 and 90 degrees. The algorithm was then tested by using another set of speech samples created
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Figure 7.2: Example of localization results using the K-NN algorithm from Koshkina and Bouse (2017) using MSO and LSO models presented in this thesis. The localization estimation are depicted using solid blue line. The shaded blue area depicts the standard deviations of the estimation by the same HRTFs. The decision device averaged the predicted azimuths from the MSO and LSO parts, and if the deviation between the MSO and LSO predictions was more than 20 degrees, only the prediction from the LSO was taken into account. The emphasis on the LSO predictions aroused from the simulations where the LSO predictions were more stable than the one from the MSO. The algorithm perfectly localized the azimuths near 0 deg (see Figure 7.2). The accuracy decreased with the increasing absolute value of the azimuth.

7.7 Design aims fulfillment

Two-channel binaural models of MSOs and LSOs were designed according to three criteria. The first criterion was that the models should take into account current neurophysiological findings (Brand et al., 2002; Grothe, 1994, 2003; Joris, 1996; Joris and Yin, 1995; Roberts et al., 2013; Tollin and Yin, 2005). Therefore, both models are based on the rate-code principle. In addition, the MSO model is most sensitive if a pure tone in the contralateral ear is delayed by 50- deg IPD (Figure 4.3 Panel A), which agrees with neurophysiological data of Grothe (2003). And with delayed broadband noise, the MSO output shows the broadest peak for low CFs at high ITDs, contrary for high CFs it shows a sharper peak at low ITDs (Figure 4.3 Panel B), which agrees with the neurophysiological data of McAlpine et al. (2001).

The second criterion was that the models should give a quantitative representation of the subjective lateralization. If complemented with phenomenological central stages of ITD and ILD, the models’ predictions show a good match with subjective data from literature: pure-tone lateralization (Yost, 1981), ITD and ILD discrimination (Brughera et al., 2013; Yost and Dye, 1988), and phase-warp discrimination (Dietz et al., 2008). In addition, the models also predict
NBN lateralization data obtained by the author of this thesis. In the case of ILD discrimination, the LSO model predicts an experimentally observed (Yost and Dye, 1988) decrease in sensitivity around 1 kHz.

The third criterion was that everything mentioned in criteria 1 and 2 should be achieved with low structural and computational complexity. From the computational point of view, it is hard to make an evaluation without having all competing models in the same test scenarios. However, the computational performance of both models can be further increased by reducing the peripheral filters spacing to 1 ERB in a cost of reduced performance in the phase-warped detection task. Moreover, computational and structural complexity is further improved in Part III.

7.8 Comparison to other binaural models

The models of MSO and LSO presented here are the rate-code based models like, for example, the models of Dietz et al. (2008); Pulkki and Hirvonen (2009); Takanen et al. (2014); van Bergeijk (1962); von Békésy (1930); Encke and Hemmert (2018). The MSO model is most comparable with the models of Pulkki and Hirvonen (2009); Takanen et al. (2014). In line with physiology, these MSO models account for the shorter arrival time of the inhibitory signal from the contralateral ear. This is not incorporated in the models of Dietz et al. (2008); van Bergeijk (1962); von Békésy (1930). The presented LSO model assumes two inputs with slightly different time delays (shorter for the ipsilateral ear). These inputs are then subtracted. Generally, this approach is similar to the LSO model of Dietz et al. (2011); Pulkki and Hirvonen (2009); Takanen et al. (2014). The only difference is that the model of Dietz et al. (2011) does not incorporate the different delays of signals coming from the ipsilateral and contralateral ears.

Our models of MSO and LSO demonstrate that with a relatively simple neurophysiologically inspired signal processing design, it is possible to obtain performance comparable to human listeners in lateralization tasks. In addition, the ITD and ILD central stages’ outputs give values directly representing the subjective lateralization, which is advantageous to the previous rate-code models (Pulkki and Hirvonen, 2009; Takanen et al., 2014). The model further supports the hypothesis that the ITD and ILD information is coded with a rate-code instead of a place code. However, it should be noted that place–code models based on the Jeffress delay line can account for all of the phenomena shown in this thesis, and even for more complex phenomena (Braasch et al., 2013; Breebaart et al., 2001; Colburn, 1977; Faller and Merimaa, 2004; Lindemann, 1986; Prokopiou et al., 2017).

Overall, both models presented here serve as a possible piece in the puzzle surrounding the processing of binaural hearing in the mammalian brain. And, due to their relatively low complexity and good performance, one can use the presented models in real-time applications.
Part III

Binaural Models Design - modifications
In the previous part, novel binaural models were introduced in the same state as they were presented in Bouse et al. (2019). During the peer-review process of that article, several ideas to improve/change the models were proposed by reviewers. These ideas led to the use of the different monaural stage in the models and some follow-up changes in models’ structure.

Furthermore, the performance of the former designed MSO model while compared to lateralization of pure tone with IPD subjective data showed decaying performance towards higher pure tone frequencies. This fact led to the idea to include in this comparison, pure tone subjective data from Zhang and Hartmann (2006). In this article, the authors challenged the results from Yost (1981) (data used in the verification of the original MSO design). Zhang and Hartmann (2006) had the main concerns towards the form of stimuli presentation in use in Yost (1981) article, i.e., the use of only one pure tone frequency during one trial. This presentation could lead to the adaptation of listeners’ subjective scale and enhancement of less lateral stimuli. Which, in the end, became the case (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006).

In this chapter, we will discuss the proposed changes to the models; we will run the same simulations on them plus an additional pure tone lateralization experiment to accurately compare the performance of former and new design, and compare computational demands of the implementations.

### 8.1 Peripheral stage changes

In the original version of the model, we have been using Lopez-Poveda and Meddis (2001) DRNL cochlea model accompanied by a simple inner hair cell (IHC) stage, which was composed of
Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of the modified MSO models for the left (black connection) and right (gray connection) peripheries with the ITD central stage. Each MSO model has three inputs, two excitatory inputs (light gray background) from both peripheries, and one inhibitory input (dark gray background) from the contralateral periphery.

The half-wave rectifier and low-pass filter only. Although the DRNL filter-bank is simulating cochlea non-linear compressibility, we were still forced to use another logarithmical compressive block (Figure 4.4) to further enhance the intensity-to-level transformation in the LSO model. Moreover, even with low-pass filtering (cut-off 770 Hz) in IHC block, additional low-pass filter had to be added into the MSO model to decrease model sensitivity at high frequencies in the ITD discrimination task. Both problems mentioned above were solved by replacing the cochlear selectivity and IHC stages by a gammatone filter-bank and Bernstein’s IHC model (Bernstein et al., 1999), respectively. The AMtoolbox (Søndergaard and Majdak, 2013) implementations of these models were used.

The gammatone-filter-bank simulating cochlear selectivity is a simplification of a DRNL, where it accounts only for linear frequency selectivity of the cochlea. It leads to a reduction of computational costs, but on the other hand, leave the signal not compressed. The compression is implemented in the next stage, the IHC model (Bernstein et al., 1999). The compression ratio is set to raise the output signal about 0.2 dB when the input signal is raised by precisely 1 dB (Bernstein et al., 1999). This can be achieved by multiplying the cochlear selectivity output (CS) with its Hilbert envelope raised by the power of -0.77. This processing, computationally-wise, with half-wave, and square-law rectification leads to equation:

$$IHC_c = \max (0, |\mathcal{H} \{ CS^{-0.77} \}| CS)^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.1)

where $IHC_c$ is the output of the IHC compression stage, $\max$ is a maximum function, and
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Figure 8.2: Schematic diagram of the modified LSO models for the left (black connection) and right (gray connection) sides of the brain with ILD central stage. The LSO model on one side has two inputs, an excitatory input (light gray background) from the ipsilateral periphery, and an inhibitory input (dark gray background) from the contralateral periphery.

$|\mathcal{H}\{\text{CS}\}|$ is Hilbert envelope of the cochlear selectivity stage CS. The output of the IHC compression stage is then low-pass filtered by second-order Butterworth filter ($f_{\text{cut}} = 425$ Hz) to simulate low-pass properties of IHCs.

8.2 MSO model modifications

The only difference in structure to the original MSO model is the omission of input low-pass filtering because IHC stage filtering is sufficient to follow subjective data in the ITD discrimination task. See the overall structure of the adjusted model in Figure 8.1.

8.3 LSO model modifications

In the LSO model, the compression block became redundant due to the compression in the IHC stage. Therefore the model was simplified by dropping it out (Figure 8.2). Due to the different input level from the peripheral stage, internal noise in ILD central stage was slightly reduced.
The simulations were run with the same stimuli under the same conditions as in the previous part (Part II). Their detailed description can be found in Chapter 5.

To establish whether the MSO models could reflect that human listeners use ITD over IPD as the primary cue of lateralization (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006). The simulation pool was extended by experiment with lateralization of pure tone with ITD/IPD. The stimuli and statistical analysis of this experiment will be described in the subsection omitting a description of the experiments described in the previous part (Part II).

### 9.1 Stimuli and procedure - models modification

The stimuli parameters used for verification of the models are described in this section. The parameters were held to be the same as in the psychoacoustic experiments (Yost, 1981; Yost and Dye, 1988; Zhang and Hartmann, 2006; Brughera et al., 2013; Dietz et al., 2008), and Chapter 12.

All stimuli for verification were generated using 96 kHz sampling frequency.

#### 9.1.1 Lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD

Stimuli used in lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD had the same parameters as in Yost (1981) article. Their full description can be found in Chapter 5.1.1.
9.1.2 Lateralization of pure tone ITD vs. IPD

The pure tones frequencies, IPDs, and ITDs were taken from Zhang and Hartmann (2006). The first part of the whole stimuli set can be seen in Table 9.1, and the other part consisted of the same stimuli but with reversed plus and minus signs. The frequencies, IPDs, and ITDs were initially chosen in the article (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006) to achieve equal distribution of all parameters over the ecological relevant range, where humans can lateralize pure tones fine-structure based on interaural time differences. For frequencies, it meant the distribution between 0.1 to 1.2 kHz, for IPD, distribution between ±150 degrees, and for ITD, distribution which spans between ±1000 μs.

The simulation ran over whole stimuli set ten times following the subjective test procedure (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006), which gave five-hundred model responses overall. The mean values were calculated over the stationary part of the ITD central stage responses. Only a single band with the CF nearest to the pure tone frequency was taken into account. The filtering of raw responses to stimuli for IPDs ≥ 90, which had an opposite sign to the IPD (response in opposite hemifield to stimulus) in the case of subjective experiment (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006), was unnecessary for the models’ predictions. The model’s responses appeared in the correct sound-hemifield consistently. Therefore, all five-hundred responses were used for data analysis.

Mean values and their standard deviations as a function of IPD were calculated as follows. First, the mean response of each of 50 stimuli was calculated from all ten runs. The mean stimuli responses were then collected into eleven groups with other stimuli responses of the same IPDs. The mean and standard deviation of one IPD value, was then calculated by taking a mean and standard deviation of the corresponding group. The same processing was then applied to the ITD values. Zhang and Hartmann (2006) proposed a hypothesis; if either ITD or IPD is the most salient cue for the pure tones’ lateral position, then the most salient cue’s lateral position function should have had the smallest average standard deviation. Therefore, the average standard deviations from ten finite IPD and ITD model responses were calculated. Data from zero ITD and IPD were discarded for being from the same statistical population. A two-sample t-test based on the same ten finite values from IPD and ITD was calculated to validate that the difference in standard deviations averages was statistically significant.

9.1.3 Lateralization of narrowband noise with IPD or ILD

Stimuli used in the simulation with NBN with IPD or ILD experiment are described in Chapter 12.1.3.
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9.1.4 Discrimination of ITD
Stimuli used in the ITD discrimination experiment had the same parameters as in Brughera et al. (2013) article. Their full description can be found in Chapter 5.1.3.

9.1.5 Discrimination of ILD
Stimuli used in the ILD discrimination experiment had the same parameters as in Yost and Dye (1988) article. Their full description can be found in Chapter 5.1.4.

9.1.6 Discrimination of phase warp
Stimuli used in the phase warp discrimination experiment had the same parameters as in Dietz et al. (2008) article. Their full description can be found in Chapter 5.1.5.
Table 9.1: Half of the stimuli set for ITD vs. IPD simulation. The other half consisted of the same stimuli but with reversed plus and minus signs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stim. No.</th>
<th>IPD (°)</th>
<th>ITD (µs)</th>
<th>Freq. (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+30</td>
<td>+400</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-600</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+30</td>
<td>+800</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+60</td>
<td>+400</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-600</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+60</td>
<td>+800</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-1000</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>+200</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-400</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>+600</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-800</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>+90</td>
<td>+1000</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-120</td>
<td>-400</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>+120</td>
<td>+600</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-120</td>
<td>-800</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>+120</td>
<td>+1000</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>-400</td>
<td>1042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>+150</td>
<td>+600</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>-800</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>+150</td>
<td>+1000</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SIMULATION RESULTS - MODELS’ MODIFICATIONS

The results of the simulations were obtained for the stationary part of the output signals only. The input transient was omitted. Therefore, the models are not intended to be used for studying the onset dominance of human sound localization or precedence effect.

The former MSO and LSO model (Part II) data are represented by blue diamonds and green triangles, respectively. Their modified MSO and LSO counterparts are represented by purple squares and yellow stars, respectively. The subjective data are in the figures interconnected by the lines in various shades of grey.

10.1 Lateralization of pure tones with IPD or ILD

In Figure 10.1 are depicted lateral position prediction of both original and modified MSO models for lateralization of pure tones with IPD experiment. Subjective data used to calculate lateralization error were re-sampled from Yost (1981) article. The original version of the MSO model performs better for all pure tone frequencies, except the 1.5 kHz one, where the modified model shows less deterioration of results towards higher IPDs.

The lateral position estimation for pure tones with ILDs can be seen in Figure 10.2. The subjective data were re-sampled from the same article as in previous case (Yost, 1981). Both versions of the LSO model perform with almost the same accuracy for pure tones with frequencies of 0.2 and 2 kHz. For the rest, the modified LSO outperforms the original.
Figure 10.1: Results of the lateralization experiment with pure tones with interaural phase differences (IPD). The subjective data (Yost, 1981) are represented by circles (mode values), and are connected by a solid black line. The responses of the original MSO model are represented by diamonds connected by a solid blue line, and responses of modified MSO model by the squares connected by a dashed purple line. Panels A–E show the data for pure-tone frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.5 kHz, respectively.

10.2 Lateralization of pure tones ITD vs. IPD

The lateral position of pure tones as a function of IPD and ITD is depicted in Figure 10.3, Panel A and Panel B, respectively. The subjective data were re-sampled from Zhang and Hartmann (2006), and only their mean values are depicted for the sake of readability of the plot. The subjective data were linearly re-scaled from a range of ±40 used in Zhang and Hartmann
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Figure 10.2: Results of the lateralization experiment with pure tones with interaural level differences (ILD). The subjective data (Yost, 1981) are represented by circles (mode values), and are connected by a solid black line. The responses of the original LSO model are represented by triangles connected by a solid green line, and responses of the modified LSO model by the stars connected with dashed orange line. Panels A–E show data for pure-tone frequencies of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 kHz, respectively.

(2006) to ±10 used in our other simulations. Both versions of MSO models fit the subjective data both qualitatively and quantitatively; only subject X deviated from models predictions quantitatively. Subject X exhibited large scale-wise-compression, which is not accountable in the current implementations of the models. In Figure 10.3, RMSE values between the models’ estimations and mean subjective data responses over subjects are shown to assess a rough estimation of models’ performance.
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Figure 10.3: Results of the lateralization of pure tones ITD vs. IPD experiment. The means of original and modified MSO models data are represented by a blue diamonds and purple squares with whiskers, respectively. The whiskers represent the standard deviations. The mean subjective data from five subjects (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006) are depicted as stars, circles, right arrows, hexagons, and pentagrams. They are interconnected by lines in shades of grey. Panel A represents the data as a function of ITD. Panel B represents the data as a function of IPD.

In Table 10.1, the standard deviation of each listener Zhang and Hartmann (2006) and models’ responses averaged over non-zero ITDs, or IPDs are shown. The two-sample t-test p-values accompany these values. Both former and modified models show a significant difference in standard deviation means, following the hypothesis by Zhang and Hartmann (2006) that the ITD is the primary cue for lateralization of pure tones fine structure. Moreover, they show the same trend as human listeners (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006).

10.3 Narrow band noises lateralization

For the NBN experiment, a comparison between model revisions and subjective data collected by the author of this thesis (Chapter 12) has been made. The comparison is depicted in Figure 10.4. Both MSO versions were similar performance-wise, with a slight advance of the modified MSO model. In the case of LSO models, the original showed better performance in case of NBN with 350 Hz $f_c$. With 760 Hz $f_c$ NBNs, the original LSO model responses undershoot the subjective data; in contrast, the modified LSO model responses overshoot the data. In both cases, the RMSE value for the original LSO model was lower.
Table 10.1: Standard deviation of each listener/model responses averaged over non-zero ITD or IPD. P-value represents a probability of being the IPD and ITD means equal based on the result of two-sample t-test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listener/Model</th>
<th>Mean STD ITD</th>
<th>Mean STD IPD</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub. A (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006)</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub. C (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006)</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>1.825</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub. W (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006)</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>2.125</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub. Z (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006)</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>1.725</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub. X (Zhang and Hartmann, 2006)</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original MSO model</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>1.560</td>
<td>0.0186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified MSO model</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>1.665</td>
<td>2.029e-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 10.4 ITD discrimination

The ITD threshold for both revisions of MSO models is depicted in Figure 10.5 Panel A. Subjective data used for comparison were taken from Brughera et al. (2013). For the RMSE calculations the mean of the subjective data was calculated. The original MSO model responses fit the subjective data better than the modified MSO, which has worse ITD thresholds for all frequencies. However, both models approximate the subjective data qualitatively.

### 10.5 ILD discrimination

In Figure 10.5 Panel B, the results of the ILD threshold experiment, can be seen. The subjective data was reproduced from Yost and Dye (1988). While the RMSE error shows better performance for the modified LSO model, the overall shape of the subjective results are better qualitatively fitted by the original model.

### 10.6 Phase warp discrimination

The results of the first part of the phase warp experiment for both original and modified MSO and LSO models are shown in Table 10.2. In the case of the MSO model, the original model shows a better fit for lower bandwidth of phase warp, while for the higher bandwidth, it outperforms subjects for over 200 Hz in discrimination. While the modified MSO model, even tho still over-performing human subjects, shows prediction more aligned to the subjective data. Both
revisions of LSO models show a good fit for subjective data with minor differences. The only deviation is in the case of the original LSO model and phase warp bandwidth of 550 Hz, where the prediction is worse than the subjective data.

Figure 10.6 Panel A shows the experiment results with phase warp modulation depth for both MSO models. The subjective data were reproduced from the study by Dietz et al. (2008). Even though a modified MSO model is quantitatively around 8 dB more sensitive than human subjects. It qualitatively fits the slope of the subjective response with rising phase warp frequency almost entirely. The original MSO model shows better discrimination than the subjects, and the slope of the curve also does not correspond with the subjective data.

Figure 10.6 Panel B shows the maximum detectable phase-warp modulation depth for both
Figure 10.5: Panel A shows the results of the ITD discrimination experiment; the original and modified MSO models data are represented by a blue diamond and purple square with a whiskers, which represents the standard deviations, and are interconnected by a solid blue and dashed purple line. The mean subjective data from four subjects from Brughera et al. (2013) are depicted as stars, circles, right arrow, and hexagons. Panel B shows the results of the ILD discrimination experiment, where green triangles and orange stars represent the original and modified LSO models data, and the subjective data reproduced from Yost and Dye (1988) are represented as black dots.

LSO models and subjective data from Dietz et al. (2008). The modified LSO model predictions show similar properties to the modified MSO, it means that the model predictions are around 4 dB better than subjects, but it again fit the data qualitatively. Those results might indicate that the optimal detector used in the simulations is “too optimal” for this use-case, at least for the modified models. The original LSO model shows a similar slope as the subjective data but is about 2 dB less sensitive than the subjects at all three phase warp frequencies.

Table 10.2: The results of the first part of the phase warp experiment. The table shows mean subjective, original or modified MSO, and LSO data with standard deviations for two different phase warp bandwidths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase warp bandwidth</th>
<th>Mean subjective data (Dietz et al., 2008)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>MSO</th>
<th>MSO</th>
<th>LSO</th>
<th>LSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>550 Hz</td>
<td>96±15 Hz</td>
<td>MSO original</td>
<td>143.5±15 Hz</td>
<td>154±12 Hz</td>
<td>61±17 Hz</td>
<td>105±15 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100 Hz</td>
<td>219±30 Hz</td>
<td>MSO modified</td>
<td>492±22 Hz</td>
<td>305±33 Hz</td>
<td>211±48 Hz</td>
<td>237±26 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 10.6: Panel A shows the results of the experiment with a phase warp with variable modulation depth. The response of the original MSO model is represented by diamonds connected by a solid blue line, and the response of the modified MSO model is represented by squares connected by a purple dotted line. Panel B shows the results of the experiment with a phase warp with variable modulation depth. The response of the original LSO model is represented by triangles connected by a solid green line, and the response of the modified LSO model is represented by stars connected by an orange dotted line. In both panels, subjective data reproduced from Dietz et al. (2008) are shown by a black dashed line. The standard deviations are depicted as bars above each data-point.

10.7 Computational demands

Another aspect of the models’ performance that needs to be taken into account is computational demands. While one model might be perfectly accurate in predicting subjective data, it still does not mean that we would not need to sacrifice accuracy to a speedup of the calculations for some applications. Therefore, a simple test to estimate overall computational time was run on three different PCs, each with different processors and counts of logical cores. The one-second pre-calculated binaural broadband stimulus with both ILD and ITD was fed into MSO and LSO model for a thousand times.

The computational times were normalized by the time of the original MSO or LSO models. The results in Table 10.7 indicates that with modified models, we save between 30-to-40 percent of the time to process the binaural data.

Table 10.3: The normalized computational demands of original or modified MSO and LSO models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>original MSO</th>
<th>modified MSO</th>
<th>original LSO</th>
<th>modified LSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative computational time PC1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1PC1: processor Intel Core i5-3570K@4.4 GHz (4 logical cores), PC2: processor AMD Ryzen 7 1700X@3.4 GHz (16 logical cores), PC3: Intel Core i7-920@2.8 GHz (8 logical cores)
DISCUSSION - MODELS’ MODIFICATIONS

The proposed changes in MSO and LSO models were presented in this part. The modified versions of the models were then compared to the original ones in the same simulations, as in the previous chapter. Furthermore, simulations of lateralization of pure tone ITD vs. IPD experiment of Zhang and Hartmann (2006) was added. This simulation results explain the decrease in MSO models’ performance in Yost (1981) pure tone IPD experiment on higher pure tone frequencies. Both original and modified MSO models fit the Zhang and Hartmann (2006) data and support the hypothesis that the data from Yost (1981) were biased due to the adaptation-to-scale of the listeners, which is something the MSO models cannot reflect at their outputs.

The open-ended question which version of models to use still stays. Both versions have similar qualitative results in predicting subjective data; in some experiments, the original version is better, in some the modified. It is worth to note here that there are two exceptions, the first modified version of MSO doesn’t hold for neurophysiological data with either pure tones with IPDs or with noises with ITDs. On the other hand, both modified MSO and LSO outperform the originals in the phase warp experiment by qualitatively fitting the subjective data.

The quantitative differences in models’ revisions accuracies by their mean RMSE values are shown in Table 11.1. However, they are inconclusive as in the qualitative case, where the performance changes experiment to experiment.

The only case where we have a clear performance difference is in computational demands. It is not surprising that after simplifying peripheral and binaural parts, the modified models need less computational power. Nonetheless, when the computational power is not the main criteria for the choice of the model, one has to experiment which version of the models perform better in his application.
Table 11.1: The overall RMSE per experiment comparison between original and modified models. Lower RMSE value of either original or modified model is in bold font. *Note: RMSE values across experiments are not comparable due to different scales used (with the exception of lateralization experiments).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>MSO original RMSE</th>
<th>MSO modified RMSE</th>
<th>LSO original RMSE</th>
<th>LSO modified RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure tones with IPD</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure tones with ILD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure tones ITD vs. IPD f(IPD)</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure tones ITD vs. IPD f(ITD)</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBNs with IPD</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBNs with ILD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITD discrimination</td>
<td>28.65 µs</td>
<td>38.20 µs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILD discrimination</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.33 dB</td>
<td>0.21 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase–warp discrimination</td>
<td>195.94 Hz</td>
<td>73.35 Hz</td>
<td>25.39 Hz</td>
<td>14.23 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase–warp modulation discr.</td>
<td>5.88 dB</td>
<td>8.50 dB</td>
<td>2.09 dB</td>
<td>4.22 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part IV

Psychoacoustic Experiments
Foreword for the psychoacoustic experiments

The functional binaural models and psychoacoustic experiments are tightly connected. Therefore, in the process of designing binaural models, we have designed and organized several psychoacoustic experiments with binaural stimuli: lateralization of dichotic pitches (presented as a part of Bouse and Vencovsky (2015)), lateralization of narrow band noises (part of Bouse et al. (2019)), lateralization of pure tones ITD vs. IPD (Bouse and Schimmel, 2017), and audible quality assessment of DHRTF artifact reduction methods (part of Storek et al. (2016)).

However, for this thesis purpose, only experiments published in IF journals will be further described, i.e., lateralization of narrow band noises, and audible quality assessment of DHRTF artifact reduction methods.
This chapter focuses on the experimental methods used to evaluate the subjective lateralization of narrow band noises with IPD or ILD, and the result of the experiment. This experiment was already published as a part of Bouse et al. (2019).

The primary motivation behind this experiment was to obtain subjective data, which can then be used to compare the stability of subjective response and responses of the designed models’ in Part II. We choose the narrow band noises with a bandwidth equal to one ERB (Equation (1.1)) with a hypothesis that they should be audibly lateralized similarly to the pure tones of similar frequency with the same interaural parameters and therefore directly comparable to the data from the literature (Yost, 1981).

12.1 Experimental methods - NBN experiment

The experimental method, the stimulus details, and the subjects participating on the NBN experiment are described below.

12.1.1 Apparatus and procedure - NBN experiment

The NBN listening experiment took place in a sound-insulated booth. The subjects were seated in front of a computer monitor and listened to the stimuli through headphones (in the IPD experiment, Sennheiser HD 595; in the ILD experiment, Sennheiser HD 650) connected to the sound card output (RME Fireface UC). The headphones were calibrated to maintain the same SPL in both channels of the test material. The experimental procedure was similar to that used by Yost (1981). The listeners indicated a perceived lateral position of the sound on a graphic
scale (Figure 12.1). The scale was represented as a movable pointer on a drawing of a head. The position of the pointer represented the perceived lateralization of the sound inside the head. Each slider position was linearly mapped to a numerical value ranging from -10 to 10, where -10 corresponded to the maximum lateral displacement to the left, and 10 corresponding to the maximum lateral displacement to the right. The experiment was organized in four listening sessions, two for each central frequency (350 and 760 Hz). Listeners were required to take a minimum break of five minutes after each session. All stimuli were presented five times to a listener during a given session, in random order. From each of the listening sessions, we obtained 10 complete sets of subjective data per central frequency. In the first listening session for each central frequency, the first two sets were discarded to provide enough time for the listeners to adjust to the procedure. In the second session for each central frequency, the first set of data was discarded. Overall, 7 sets of subjective data for each central frequency were used in the evaluation. The stimuli were presented to the listener in the form of a repetitive stimuli train (see Figure 12.2).

**12.1.2 Subjects - NBN experiment**

Seven subjects (including one female) participated in the NBN with IPD experiment, and eight subjects (including two females) participated in the NBN with IPD experiment. The participants were aged between 20 and 46 (all except for one were aged below 40). One subject participated in both experiments. Subjects had no or little prior experience with this type of listening test. Their pure-tone hearing thresholds were within a range of 15 dB hearing level for frequencies between 0.25 and 8 kHz (normal hearing). The subjects voluntarily took part in
12.1.3 Stimuli - NBN experiment

Narrowband noise (NBN) with a bandwidth equal to 1 ERB (see Equation (1.1)) was used as a stimulus in the experiment. Two distinct central frequencies \( f_c \) (350 and 760 Hz) of NBN were used. NBNs were generated in each listening session in the frequency domain with random amplitude and phase in the passband frequencies. The stimuli were 100-ms long with an 8-ms-long on- and off-raised-cosine ramps. The level was set to 50 dB relative to the subject’s hearing level at the central frequency \( f_c \).

In the IPD experiment, the IPDs were varied from -150 to 180 degrees with steps of 30-degrees. The IPD between the left and right ear channels was created in the frequency domain: the desired IPD was imposed onto the phase spectrum of the to-be-delayed signal, after which the signal was transformed back to the time domain.

In the ILD experiment, the ILDs were varied within the range from the interval from -18 to 18 dB with steps of 3 dB with -20 and 20 dB ILD in addition. The ILD was imposed on the stimuli by amplifying one channel by \( \text{ILD}/2 \) and attenuating the other channel by the same amount.
12.2 Results - NBN experiment

The mean subjective data and their standard deviations from the experiment with narrow band noise with IPD or ILD are shown in Figure 12.3. The subjective data for the NBNs with IPD are compared to the subjective data for pure tones with IPD (Yost, 1981) in panels A and B (with the closest frequency to the central frequency of the NBN); and the subjective data for the NBNs with ILD are compared with the subjective data for pure tones with ILD (Yost, 1981) in panels C and D(with the closest frequency to the central frequency of the NBN).

The NBN with IPD data are qualitatively comparable with the pure tones’ subjective results of Yost (1981). The quantitative differences are mainly because of the different statistics used to calculate the data points (modes vs. mean values). However, in case of IPD equal to 180 deg, subjects in the NBN experiment responded preferably to the center of the head (even
with modes statistic), while in case of pure tones the subjects preferred the maximal lateral position (Yost, 1981). This can result from the fact that we have changed the IPD of each spectral component in the noise, which could be unnatural to the subjects. Therefore, the listeners could not use changes in the time domain envelope.

While the NBN IPD data fit the pure tones equivalents qualitatively, the NBN ILD data deviates in the shape of the response to the pure tones (Yost, 1981), as is discussed below (Chapter 12.3).

12.3 Discussion - NBN experiment

The subjects’ performance in the NBN with IPD stimuli around the center point (0 deg IPD) lagged to the performance of the subjects with pure tones. After this initial discrepancy, the slope change (second derivate) and match the pure tone responses, however, at the extreme points it begins to decay. This discrepancy around extreme points is most probably caused by the artificial nature of the NBN noise with IPD to the listeners; in the natural condition, those will be located only by using ITD. This could further amplify the ambiguity of location, which was reported by Yost (1981) for pure tones at this extreme IPDs.

Strange behavior is evident in the ILD experiment for low ILDs (range -3 to 3 dB), where the subjective lateralization remains around zero. These results disagree with Yost’s pure tone data (Yost, 1981). As noise stimuli are more ecologically relevant than pure tones, this poses an open question: Why is the pure tones performance around the center point better than the performance of our subjects in NBN experiments? We investigated whether this stickiness to zero was caused by the way the ILD was induced to the stimuli. In an experiment, the ILD was added to one channel, while the other channel was left with the same amplitude. Five subjects participated. The results showed slightly higher stickiness to zero for both CFs of NBN. With two of the subjects, we also conducted several reduced experiments (fewer runs per test) in order to exclude any systematic error of the equipment or test methodology. Here is a full list of changes (each change was evaluated separately):

- the sound card was changed to RME Fireface 800,
- the headphones were changed to Sennheiser HD 280 Pro,
- the stimuli train was changed by removing the middle head reference increasing the stimuli length and reducing the range of the ILD to 18 dB.

In all cases, the overall shape of the lateralization curve remained the same. We hypothesized that the reason for the discrepancy might be in the envelope fluctuation of the NBN
noise, which could deteriorate the hearing system’s ability to map small changes in the ILD to the lateral displacement. To test this hypothesis, we organized a quick informal test with a 760 Hz pure tone. Six subjects participated, three of which had particular knowledge from earlier experiments, while the other three were naive. The ILD range was reduced to ±6 dB. The subjective responses scaled linearly with increasing ILDs, which follows the results of Yost (1981) and supports our hypothesis.
SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF DHRTF ARTIFACTS

This chapter focuses on the experimental methods used to subjectively evaluate artifact reduction algorithms used for DHRTF virtual sound positioning. This topic was thoroughly described in Storek et al. (2016). First author, Dominik Storek, developed the methods to reduce artifacts occurring in DHRTF positioning, like audible hissing, overall noise, while the task of the author of this thesis was to design, perform, and evaluate subjective experiments. Therefore only part covering the experiments will be described in this chapter.

13.1 Experimental methods - DHRTF experiment

The experimental method, the stimulus details, and the simulation parameters are described below. The experiment’s main goal was to address whether proposed methods were able to reduce audible artifacts in the positioned sound and assess their quality on the subjective scale. Two experiments were performed (Experiment A and B). In the Experiment A subjects listened to the sound positioned dynamically across the whole front horizontal plane \( \vartheta \in (0, 180) \). While in Experiment B, the scope was reduced to the angles with the highest probability of the artifact occurrence, i.e., angles ranging in \( \vartheta \in (0, 30) \).

13.1.1 Apparatus and procedure - DHRTF experiment

The experiments took place in a sound-insulated booth. The subjects were seated in front of a computer monitor and listened to the stimuli through headphones (Sennheiser HD650) connected to the sound card output (RME Fireface UC). The headphones were calibrated to maintain the same sound pressure level in both the left and right channels at 1 kHz. Artificial ear (Bruel & Kjær 4153) connected to the microphone conditioner (Bruel & Kjær Nexus) were used. Each headphone-can was measured 25 times, re-positioned after each measurement, using
logarithmic sweep harmonic function as a measuring signal (Farina, 2007). Force equal to 5 N was added to each can to hold their position on the artificial ear to simulate the force of headband on the listener’s head. All measurements were Fourier transformed in the frequency domain, and mean amplitude spectra value of all measurement per can were calculated. Detailed information regarding the calibration procedure can be found in Bouse (2015).

Listeners responded in a Matlab GUI (Figure 13.1) displayed on the computer screen in the sound-insulated booth. The GUI consisted of two large buttons, labeled A and B. During the playback of the stimuli pair, the color of the buttons turned green to emphasize the currently reproduced stimulus. After the stimuli pair presentation, the listeners were instructed to choose subjectively preferred stimulus by clicking on the corresponding button. The listeners were able to replay the stimuli pair multiple times by clicking on the right mouse button.

The experiments were organized in two listening sessions, one for each experiment. The session was divided into a learning and testing phase. In the learning phase, the subjects listened to three stimuli (mono reference, HRTF-positioned, and DHRTF-positioned with artifacts). Subjects had the opportunity to replay each of the stimuli to get accustomed to the form of artifacts presented in the recordings.

In the testing phase, five stimuli (guitar chord, snare drum phrase, white noise, singing, and speech segment) were positioned by four methods (untreated DHRTF, low-pass filtered DHRTF, spectral limited DHRTF, and DHRTF smoothed by moving average). To acknowledge variation in HRTF/DHRTF person to person, we have used three different HRTF set were chosen for positioning of the signal: two from the CIPIC HRTF Database (KEMAR manikin with small and large ears) (Algazi et al., 2001) and one measured on the first author of the original paper (Storek et al., 2016) at Lodz University of Technology, Poland (Dobrucki et al., 2010).
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With five stimuli, four positioning methods, and three HRTF sets to obtain DHRTF; we had sixty virtually positioned sounds to be evaluated by listeners. The stimuli were grouped as such: one group contained only one type of stimulus positioned using one particular set of HRTF, giving fifteen stimuli groups overall. In case we would have chosen full pair comparison design to be used in the experiment we would get ninety stimuli pairs to evaluate, according to the equation:

\[ n_p = n_s \cdot n_{HRTF} \cdot \frac{n_{stim} \cdot (n_{stim} - 1)}{2}, \]

where \( n_p \) is a sum of pairs to evaluate, \( n_s \) a number of stimuli types (five), \( n_{HRTF} \) is a number of HRTF sets used (three) to obtain DHRTF, and \( n_{stim} \) is a sum of all virtually positioned sounds in one stimuli group, which is equal to a number of methods to make virtual sound used in the experiment (four). With this amount of stimuli pairs (ninety), we were concerned about the length of the listening session. Which could result in possible bias due to the fatigue of the listeners and affect their overall comfort. Therefore, we used an adaptive square design instead. The method, which was capable of reducing the number of all possible stimuli pairs, and maintaining the accuracy of subjective results (Li et al., 2013). The number of stimuli pairs needed for the adaptive square design was calculated as follows (Li et al., 2013):

\[ n_{asp} = n_s \cdot n_{HRTF} \cdot n_{stim} \cdot (\sqrt{n_{stim}} - 1), \]

giving sixty stimuli pairs to evaluate. For each listener the stimuli pair order was randomized within and also inside the pair.

After each listener session, the pair square matrix was updated according to the scores calculated by the Bradley-Terry (B-T) model implemented in Matlab (Wickelmaier and Schmid, 2004). A new arrangement of the square matrix allowed the next listener to compare stimuli pairs, which are similar in quality, following the adaptive square design principle (Li et al., 2013).

13.1.2 Subjects - DHRTF experiment

DHRTF - Experiment A

Twenty (including seven females) participated in the Experiment A. The participants were aged between 19 and 46 years. Subjects had no or little prior experience with this type of listening test.

DHRTF - Experiment B

Eleven (including four females) participated in the Experiment B. Three subjects participated in both experiments; the rest had no or little prior experience with this type of listening test. The participants were aged between 21 and 46 years.
In both experiments, listeners had their pure-tone hearing thresholds within a range of 15 dB hearing levels for frequencies between 0.25 and 8 kHz (normal hearing).

13.1.3 Stimuli - DHRTF experiment

DHRTF - Experiment A

Five different types of stimuli were chosen, with their length ranging from 1.7 to 2.4 s, including guitar chord, snare drum phrase, white noise, singing segment, and speech segment. The selection was made to provide different spectral and temporal content within each stimulus. The DHRTF artifacts are sparse across the horizontal plane. Therefore, we choose to spatialize each stimulus dynamically across the whole front horizontal plane. Thus, the stimulus was split by an overlap-add method using the Hamming window (Bosi and Goldberg, 2002) into frames. Each frame was convolved with DHRIR corresponding to the desired virtual sound source angle and then merged with the next frames whose virtual direction changed slightly and therefore implied moving sound source illusion to the listener. For more details regarding the dynamic sound source positioning, please refer to Storek (2014).

The use of different DHRTF sets and stimuli types can introduce loudness differences between each test stimuli, which can lead to a bias in subjective preference of each. Therefore, each test signal’s loudness was matched according to ITU-R BS.1770-2 recommendation (ITU-R, 2011) to -23 dB LUFS in Adobe Audition program environment.

DHRTF - Experiment B

The results from Experiment A showed little significant differences between the DHRTF artifact methods. Therefore, in Experiment B the number of virtual positions of each signal was reduced to emphasize ones with occurring artifacts. Since the artifacts in DHRTF occur most frequently for positions ranging between 0° and 30°, this range was used while preparing stimuli for the Experiment B. The Lodz HRTF set was chosen as it shows the highest artifacts occurrence. Stimuli from Experiment A were used except for the guitar record, which was replaced by a record of the saxophone. This change was motivated by the results of Experiment A.

The use of different DHRTF sets and stimuli types can introduce loudness differences between each test stimuli, which can lead to a bias in subjective preference of each. Therefore, the loudness of each test signal was matched according to ITU-R BS.1770-2 recommendation (ITU-R, 2011) to -23 dB LUFS in Adobe Audition program environment.
13.2 Results - DHRTF experiment

The results from the subjective evaluation of Experiments A and B were contained in the form of pair preference matrix for each type of stimuli and HRTF set used, giving us fifteen and five matrices for each experiment. However, it is more desirable to have the results in the form of a continuous scale than in preference matrices. For this purpose, a Matlab implementation of the Bradley-Terry model (Wickelmaier and Schmid, 2004) was utilized. The output of the model (B-T score) is a maximum likelihood estimation of the scale parameters, i.e., the preference scales for the four different artifact reduction methods with 95% confidence intervals. The scale is logarithmic, and the output values are negative; therefore, the least preferred method has the largest absolute value. Since the B-T parameters are unique up to multiplication by a positive constant (Wickelmaier and Schmid, 2004), they were normalized in order to achieve a B-T score of -10 for unprocessed (pure) DHRTF in all cases.

The goodness of fit of the choice models was evaluated (H0) that the B-T model holds the data), and the p-value was calculated. The Bradley-Terry model also allowed us to determine whether the subjective response to different DHRTF positioning methods was statistically different from uniform. The test $T_U$ is distributed approximately $\chi^2$ with degrees of freedom equal to three in our case, i.e. $\chi^2(3)$. With given degrees of freedom, the data is considered with 95% statistical confidence non-uniform when condition $T_U > 7.82$ is fulfilled (Handley, 2004).

13.2.1 DHRTF Experiment A

In the Table 13.1 statistics for all stimuli group responses in Experiment A are summarized, the statistics include the goodness of fit of the B-T model and test for uniformity of predicted scores. The B-T model was able to fit all the presented data. However, the test of uniformity showed that data for guitar stimuli (including all HRTF sets used) and for speech stimulus in case of CIPIC KEMAR Large HRTF set, do not hold for the 95% significance condition ($T_U > 7.82$). It shows that the stimuli in each group, no matter which DHRTF conditioning method was used, are statistically from the same uniform distribution, and there is no statistically significant difference between them within the group. In other words, the listeners were unable to perceive an audible difference between those stimuli.

In Figure 13.2, the B-T scores (bars), and their 95% confidence intervals (whiskers) for all stimuli and HRTF sets (one subplot each) evaluated in Experiment A are shown. The B-T score is a logarithmic value; therefore, in our case, the higher the absolute value of the B-T score, the lower the perceived quality by listeners. Additional symbols under whiskers indicate whether the DHRTF conditioning method in use is significantly different from: ★ – Pure DHRTF, ♦ – Spectral limitation, ● – Low-Pass filtering, ▲ – Moving average.
Table 13.1: Experiment A: Evaluated B-T goodness of fit statistics and corresponding \( p \) values, and results of whether the obtained data statistically significantly differ from uniform. Note: \( ^{*}T_U < 7.82 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus</th>
<th>HRTF set</th>
<th>( \chi^2(3) )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( T_U )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guitar</td>
<td>KEMAR Small</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>1.78*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEMAR Large</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>2.93*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lodz</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>1.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>KEMAR Small</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>14.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEMAR Large</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>18.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lodz</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>16.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singing</td>
<td>KEMAR Small</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>22.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEMAR Large</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>18.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lodz</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>25.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snare</td>
<td>KEMAR Small</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>26.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEMAR Large</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>10.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lodz</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>24.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>KEMAR Small</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>20.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEMAR Large</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>1.38*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lodz</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13.2.2 DHRTF - Experiment B

The test statistics of the goodness of fit and uniformity of the B-T model scores for Experiment B are summarized in Table 13.2. B-T model fitted all the subjective data. Also, the test for uniformity \( T_U \) holds in all cases 95 % significance condition (\( T_U > 7.82 \)). It concludes that the data are statistically different from a purely random sample from a uniform distribution. Therefore, there exists a clear audible preference over the presented methods by listeners. Figure 13.3 shows the B-T scores (bars) with 95 % confidence intervals (whisker) for all stimuli positioned by DHRTF derived from Lodz HRTF set used in Experiment B. The B-T score is a logarithmic value; therefore, in our case, the higher the absolute value of the B-T score, the lower the perceived quality by listeners. Additional symbols under whiskers indicate whether the DHRTF conditioning method in use is significantly different from: ⋆ – Pure DHRTF, ♦ – Spectral limitation, ● – Low-Pass filtering, ▲ – Moving average.
13.3 Discussion - DHRTF experiment

The results from the DHRTF Experiment A showed that each of the DHRTF conditioning methods, in most cases, improved perceived audible quality significantly over untreated DHRTF. Even the most straightforward method, hard limiting, provided a robust basis of the artifact
Table 13.2: Experiment B: Evaluated B-T goodness of fit test statistics and corresponding $p$ values, and results of whether the obtained data statistically significantly differ from uniform. Note: $^*T_U < 7.82$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimuli type</th>
<th>$\chi^2(3)$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$T_U$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sax</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>28.9580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>17.3764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singing</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>25.9340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snare</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>20.7524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>18.3303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13.3: Results of the DHRTF Experiment B. They correspond to Lodz HRTF set used to generate DHRTF. X axis represents particular stimuli, while Y axis denotes B-T score (bars). The whiskers correspond to 95% confidence intervals. Symbol under whisker shows whether the method is significantly different from: ⋆ – Pure DHRTF, ♦ – Spectral limitation, ● – Low-Pass filtering, ▲ – Moving average.

reduction. However, for some combination of the HRTF sets and stimulus, the artifacts remained still audible (see Figure 13.2 for reference). The additional smoothing of DHRTF function by either low-pass filtering or spectral moving average improved the perceptible quality even further.

In the DHRTF Experiment B, we focused on emphasizing the artifacts occurring in DHRTF processing. Therefore, we reduced a range of possible sound source positions to the ones where artifacts occurred the most. As in the case of the Experiment A, all conditioning methods outperformed untreated DHRTF significantly by audible quality. However, except for the results for sax stimulus, there was no statistically significant preference between the methods themselves. This might have caused by a smaller pool of listeners than in the Experiment A, and HRTF set used.
In general, the results are highly stimuli and HRTF set dependant. The stimuli had both temporal and spectral different content, which could audibly mask some of the DHRTF induced artifacts. For instance, the tone-like guitar stimulus shows a tiny difference across the artifact reduction methods. This probably results from the discrete character of its tonal spectrum. Therefore, emphasizing the higher harmonics (timbre affection) need not be perceived as unpleasant distortion in this case. Stimuli, with a wider range of higher frequency content (snare, singing), refers to a more distinguishable difference among the methods since the artifacts occur in form of well noticeable birdies.

The dependence on the HRTF set is primarily caused by the specific position of the negative ILD in each particular set. The cause of the spike occurrence may result from uncertainties in HRTF measurement; preserving equal gains of the both measuring microphones is particularly important.

Although the use of a DHRTF might be considered as an obsolete topic, because modern computational systems are powerful enough to process HRTF without a problem, the method to evaluate subjectively perceived quality mentioned in this thesis can be used even in the new systems, for example, to decide which of the "universal" HRTF set produce least spatial and quality distortion in video games applications.
Part V

Conclusions
CONCLUSIONS

In the presented thesis, novel models of binaural interactions were presented based on the author’s publication (Bouse et al., 2019). The models’ outputs were compared with subjective data from literature and authors’s own experiment. Besides, improvements to these models were also presented. These models can predict the human lateralization data of pure tones, NBNs, ITD thresholds, ILD thresholds, and phase warp thresholds with sufficient accuracy. Furthermore, psychoacoustic experiments conducted by the author were presented, the lateralization of narrow band noises with IPD or ILD (published as a part of Bouse et al. (2019)) and subjective evaluation of DHRTF artifacts (published as a part of Storek et al. (2016)).

Summary

The thesis is divided into five parts, covering the theoretical basis essential to the thesis aims, the proposal of a binaural model, the binaural model modifications, and presentation of results of own psychoacoustical experiments.

Part I introduces known facts about binaural hearing from both neurophysiological and psychoacoustical point of view. In this part’s last chapter, two major binaural model families are presented, containing their own blind spots, which have been addressed in this thesis.

Part II introduces the novel models of binaural interactions based on the author’s publication (Bouse et al., 2019). The binaural models sufficiently simulate both neurophysiological data from animals, and the psychoacoustic data of humans.

In Part III, modifications of the models from Part II are introduced. The modified models are verified against the same data as the originals. Furthermore, the differences in the performance of original and modified models are discussed.

Part IV introduces psychoacoustic experiments designed and organized by the author of this thesis. In the first chapter of this part, lateralization experiment with narrow band noises with IPD or ILD is introduced. This experiment was organized in order to validate models from
CONCLUSIONS

Part II and was included in the author’s publication (Bouse et al., 2019). In the second chapter, Subjective evaluation of DHRTF artifacts is presented. This experiment was part of Storek et al. (2016) article, the contribution of the author of this thesis was a design, execution, and evaluation of the experiment.

Contribution of the Thesis

- The functional models of medial and lateral superior olives based on Bouse et al. (2019) are presented in this thesis. They fulfill all three main criteria determined in the aims of the thesis:
  1. They are based on the current neurophysiological findings.
     - They are not only based on the neurophysiological findings (Brand et al., 2002; Grothe, 1994, 2003; Joris, 1996; Joris and Yin, 1995; Roberts et al., 2013; Tollin and Yin, 2005) but can reproduce some of them as well (Grothe, 2003; McAlpine et al., 2001), see Chapter 4 for details.
  2. Their outputs give a quantitative representation of subjective lateralization based on ITD or ILD at a corresponding frequency.
     - The models’ predictions show a good match with subjective data from literature: pure tone lateralization (Yost, 1981), ITD and ILD discrimination (Brughera et al., 2013; Yost and Dye, 1988), and phase warp discrimination (Dietz et al., 2008). Besides, the models also predict NBN lateralization data obtained by the author of this thesis. In the case of ILD discrimination, the LSO model predicts an experimentally observed (Yost and Dye, 1988) decrease in sensitivity around 1 kHz. See Chapter 6 for further details.
  3. They have low structural complexity and low computational complexity for low power applications.
     - The computational performance of both models can be further increased by reducing the peripheral filters spacing to 1 ERB in a cost of reduced performance in the phase warp detection task. The computational and structural complexity is further improved in the modified MSO and LSO models (see Part III).

- Improvements to the models mentioned above are proposed as well:
  - Simplified peripheral stage and changes in the MSO and LSO models structure further improve computational performance, mentioned in one of the criteria from the aim of this thesis. In some cases, almost twice (see Chapter 10).
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– The improved models are compared with the originals using the same subjective
data from the literature (Yost, 1981; Brughera et al., 2013; Yost and Dye, 1988;
Dietz et al., 2008). In addition to the test-pool, both revisions of the MSO models
predict lateralization data from Zhang and Hartmann (2006). Overall from the mod-
els’ results performance of both revisions was observed to be similar. However, in
the ILD discrimination, the improved LSO model no longer predicts experimentally
observed (Yost and Dye, 1988) decrease in ILD sensitivity around 1 kHz.

• Results of two binaural psychoacoustic experiments are presented.

– The lateralization of narrow band noises with IPD or ILD
  * The subjective results of the NBN experiment were used to validate our MSO
    and LSO models. Furthermore, they showed a remarkable difference to pure
    tones’ lateralization data with ILD, as discussed in Chapter 12.3.

– The subjective evaluation of differential head-related transfer function artifacts
  * The subjective experiment showed that even the simplest method to reduce
    the DHRTF artifacts produced audible improvements to the listeners, which
    improved the positioning algorithm developed in our department.

Future Work

The research results presented in this thesis are theoretical, and some of the aspects of binaural
modeling and hearing are here just briefly covered. The author proposes a brief summary of
possible paths worth further exploration:

• The information about lateralization is processed independently for the MSO and LSO
  models presented in this thesis. Furthermore, the lateralization is calculated in structures
  of the central stages, which tend to follow the functional aspect rather than the physiology.
  It is highly unlikely that the processing in inferior colliculus would be different for MSO
  and LSO. Therefore, a path to design one central stage for both MSO and LSO models
  based on neurophysiology should be the next step in the development.

• In Koshkina and Bouse (2016, 2017); Koshkina (2017); Melechovský et al. (2018), the local-
  ization algorithms using the presented models accompanied by a simple machine learning
  stages were presented. These algorithms showed a similar decay in performance degrada-
  tion towards extreme azimuths to subjects in Mills (1972). Even with those unchanged
  algorithms, it might be worth constructing a humanoid-like robot, which would turn to
CONCLUSIONS

the sound source with its head in real-time with similar performance to humans. Alternatively, from an audio-engineering point of view, they can be used for objective-evaluations of virtual sound positioning algorithms.

• In Chapter 12, we showed that the response of the listeners to narrow band noises had strange ‘stickiness’ to zero for low ILDs, while the responses for pure tones with similar ILDs do not (Yost, 1981). We proposed a hypothesis that this ‘stickiness’ might be caused by the envelope fluctuation of the NBN noise, which could deteriorate the hearing system’s ability to map small changes in the ILD to the lateral displacement. However, more experiments should be done on more subjects and different laboratories to prove this hypothesis.
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